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INTRODUCTION TO THIS VOLUME

This document'is the second In a seles of three reports of the

1976-77 evaluation of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Volume I, Technical

Report., is a comprehensive, detailed reporirwhich describet the evalua-

'don desAan, data collection and analysis procedures and results.

Volume I ls intended for the limited audience who require detailed

- information about the specifics of any aspect of the evabatibri.--

This volume, Team Interpretations and Recommendations, contains

the major arguments for and against the 3 on 2 Program. Because of the

high visibility of the 3 on 2 Program, the Hawa'ii Department of Educa-

tion requested a comprehensive evaluation to assess not only the Program's

strengths but also the 'deficiemcies. This request led the Department

and the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory to.select the advocate-

adversary approach as the basis for evaluating the 3 on 2 Progra5.

The purpose of the volume is to present the reports of the Advocate

and dversary Teams as well as their rebuttals.

The purpose of Volume III, Executive Summary is to provide an.over-

. view of the procedures, findings, interpretations; and recommendations

given in Volumes I and II. It is anticipated that the Executive Summary

will have the broadest general appeal and distribution.

Organization, of This Volume .

The remainder of this volume contains the follpwing setions:

1. The report of the Advocate Team

2, The report of the Adversary Team_

3. The rebuttal of the Advocate Team

4. The rebuttal of the Adversary Team

ix
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PREFACE

The authors of this.report were assigned the task of serving as

advocates of the instructional program being'evaluated. They perceived

(their assignment, consistent with the adversarial evaluation model

being employed, to.defend the merits of that program as vigorously

as possible on-tpe-basis of available evidence, logic, etc -. jpshouId

be recognized, therefore, that the positions'expressed in the follow-

ing pages may not represent the individual or collective views of the
.

writers.

s,



Hawaii's 3 on. 2 Program rePresents the most ambitious att6mpt ever

seen in American educational history to create a team-taught, flexible,

and individualized instructional program for primary grade children.

Since its establistiment in1968, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Prdgram has attracted

the attention of many educators, not only (n. the United States butin the

larger international community. Never before has an entire state

attempted,_at this magnitude, to install a comparable instructionaf_

scheme designed to upgrade the quality of,its instructional efforts for -

primary grade youngsters'.

This report con'stitutes one segment of,a systematic attempt to eval-

uate the merits of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Hawaii's educational

policymakers are now faced with a series of significant decisions regarding

the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, that is, whether to (1) expand it, (2) maintain

it at its present level, (3) reduce it, or (4) eliminate it. If a

decision is made to retaln the program in some form, corollary decisions

may need to be made regarding how to improve it. Hopefully, this report

will aid those decision-makers who must make these enormously'important

choicet.

An Adult Perspective: A Child's World

Adults who determine policy aboUt educational programs should nevac--r

forget that they.are, in reality, grownups making decisiOns for children.

It's all too easy for such adult decision-makers to focus on test scores,

budgetary factors, or political'considerations--and to forget that their

decisions can virtually refashion a child s environment.

Too often we reach educational decisions.from the vantage point of

maturity, a vikt& which carries with it all sorts Of dividends, but yet

some deficits. L t s spin ba6( our personal time clocks and try to recall

5



what it's like to be an eight r-old, once NA": 'After t1-14. we
.`..

intruding on the lives of just such children with our'-itducatlenal:0161i

Let's see how school looks when you're only three ft'Ot taWinstadd of:

five, or six, Presented below are twp ficfitiousstOries:that Oght be'

toleby different second gra4e Pupils on the topi. -"A DO in my Sdhodl."

One of the stories should sound fairly faMiliar to Most readers of this

report.

A Day in My School
by

Lee Cheng (Age 8)

A day in. my School is a lot.of fun,:at least some of the time.

My.teacher is Miss Tanaka and sbe is very nice. She works,hard to
-

teach us. 1ots:o hlng I sit'at Table Two. Theicids,whp hove

trouble with their reading sit at Table One all. fOle.Twp Sometimes,

when Miss Tanaka can ge,t the rel of the class .d/Irnqilither tOngs, we'

get special help in reading. .1ilike those times because I really "'

want to learn how to read. My Mom and Dad try.to help me, but MisS

Tanaka is more patient. M6m and Dad get so angry when I miss words.

The rest of the class sometimes acts up when Miss Tanaka works with

kids at Table One and Two. I'wish they would behave themselvei (

because Miss Tanaka gets upset and has to stop our Special lessons.

d

It was very bad in class on Monday and Tuesday betause Miss

Tanaka was absent. We had a substitute teacher and she didn't do

any of the things we usually do. I don't think I leatned much on

those two days.

I'm having lots of trouble with arithmetic, Miss Tanaka tries

so hard to teach us about arithm4tic, but most of the kids don't*

it. She is so nice, but sometimes I think she gets mixed up about

4



arithmetif. Sheripven says that she never did will in arithmetic'

'herself when she w0 in school.

tven with the hard tlme Ilhaving in arithmetic 'and readinfl,, I/
r

sure like this class better-than first'gradi. Cast year I was in

Mrs. Hil1's-c4ss for first grade tInd.she was so mianl None Of-the

kids liked her. She-must have been at. bur *school foriwir..,. I'll bet .

. . .

t)aving so much trouble with Illy reading now because Of Mrs. Hill.

I didn't.letarn anything.froM4her. Nobody did.

A Day in My School N 0.
by

Pat Carson (Age 8)

I am in a class in school with three teachers and lots f kids.

Some of them are second graders like me and some of them are third

graders. Our tgachers are Mrs. Nobora, Miss Olsen, and Mrs. Lee.

Mrs. Nobora and Mi5s Olsen are really .great, but I can't"stand Mrs.

Lee. Some of my friends like her, but I sure don't. She is good

when she teaches us about music ahd art, but she doesn't seem friendly

at other.times. I'm glad I can spend more time with my other twcf

teachers.

Yesterday we spent lots of time in small groups working on

arithmetic. The teachers have us ip three groups for reading, and

three different groups for arithmetic. I'm in the top group in

reading and in the Middle group in arithmet'iC. Our arithmetic group

was having trouble with one kind of story problem, so our teachers'

changed the schedule so we cou3d work with Miss Olsen for an extra

period."' Tomorrow we Will pair off with the kids in the top arith-

metic group so they can give us practice in how to work this kind of .

problem. I usually get arithmetic help from Tom. I like it when he

1 3
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tutorS me in how to do subtracting. I often help Etill wben he goes

through' Pits wird recognition cards. It makes me.feel 'good to h*lp

him.

The tyrd grader/S 04e a big help in our class. They have been

in die class for two years now and know how everything goes on. They

help the teachers run things. It will be fun to be a third grader

in this class next year. I'll get to tutor other kids and maybe I

can help withee attendance records.

Miss Olsen had to take her sister to the hospItal three days

a'go. We had a substitute for her, but the other two'teachers knew

what to do and class went on just like it usually does. Mrs..Nobora

even had time to work on reading with me alone agaim. She does this

a lot. Se has shown me special way?'to figure out how to read hard

words. She is sure good at teachi4 kids how to read. She does that

\
*

most of the time in our class,

Wii three teachers,we del so many different things. We have

small groups and big groups and we work by ourselves. Next week half

of the class is going to a concert with Mrs. Lees The rest of the

class Will go to a concert a week after that. I'm going next week.

A,
It won't be so bad going to a concert with Mrs. Lee. She sure knows

her music.

My class is so interesting. Last year I was in a class with one

teacher. It was okay, but this class.is so much better. I can't

wait to get to school each day.

* * *



Sel f -Con t4 I ned Cl aslittSel f"Criate Probl tan

Most readers of this report.went through elementary school at a time

when ttley weN far-more apt to encounter the situation depicted in the

first story than the second. When most of today's adults.experienced

- elementary school, there were no Classroom organizational choices. We

)01.went into a self-contained class with one teacher in charge. If we

were lucky, we-drew a good teacher and we learned. If we drew a weak

\

teacher, just like loting athletic teams we could always "wait 'till

next year."

But even if we did have good teachers, there were certain limitations

imposed by the very nature of the self-contained cf-ass.that malA it diffi-

Cult for those teachers to help us al much as they wanted to. As always,

sVe pupils'were more advanced than others. Teachers in self-contained

classes often iind it impossible to keep part of the class engaged in

fruitful learning activities while providing special instruction ta a

group of pupils who need it. All too often, teachers in self-contained

'classes are obliged to assign wheel-spinn'ing activities to the rest of

the class just so they can give attention to those group4 who need it.

And the idea of providing sustained attention to indtvidual learners must

surely seem illusory to the harassed teacher of a self-contained class.

Beyond that, teachers in self-contained classes-Are frequently

obliged not only to deal with subject matter areas where their training

is modest, they have to be experts. Very few human beings can acquire

the requisite expertise to hold forth knowledgeably on the range of subject

matter dealt with in the primary classroom: reading, writing, arithmetic,

drsocial studies, music, art, physical education, literature, etc. Teachees

end up knowing more about Some fields than others. But merely because a

teacher is more facile iniarithmetic, art, and social studies should not

1
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deprive that teacher's pupil's from learnipg their fair share about other

important subjects. Because a teacher is not very skilled in the teaching

ofreading does not provide an'excuse if children don't learn holW)o read:-

The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program
p\

It was because the self-contained class carried with it4such built-

in liabilities that Hawaii educational architects initiated a major

instructional riform in 1q68 to improve the quality of education in the

primary grades. In bri;f, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program created a large
-ft

number of team teaching situations when three' teachers were assigned to

two classes of primary Children. Typictilly, two grades were involved,

such as K-1 or°2-3, and a larger, more flexible instructional setting was

provided. Hawaii educators wanted to create ttle kind of instructional

_

situation that was descri.bed in the second of our two fictitious stories

by eight-year-olds. The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was viewed as a vehicle to

promote the kind of educational environment that would make school an

exciting and happy place, a place,where Hawaii children could learn more

effectively.

Since its inception, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has commandCd consid-

erable attention from a host of educators. Because a pr4marx school reform

of this magnitude has rarely been seen in America, it was only natural

that educators elawhere would be watch HawaWs large-scale educational

s, experiment with keen interest.

Fortunately, because of the attention of many Hawaiians, educators

and legislators in particulaP', the Hawaii 3 on 2 Progr has been subjected

to a continuing series of evaluations since its inception. The evaluation

of which\this report is one component has been viewed as an external,

10
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fit

defhInttive evaluation of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. It May be,useful to

provide a f'ew remarks about the structure of that evaluation and the

perspective from which this report wat written.

An Advocatt-Adve_rsary Evaluation Model

The evaluation design adopild fo'r this appraisol of,the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program was an advocate-adversary model. According to this'scheme, two:

teirs of-speciSlists are supposed to engage in an fitsentially adversarial

evaluation of the program being appraised, much.aS we see a formal debate, , t

model employed to appraise the merits and demerits of a given proposition.
N\,

There is a pro team and a con team. It is hoped that decision-makers,

having seen both sides of the case defended with zeal, will be better able

to render a final jUdgment.

Similarly, this evaluation of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program dalled for

the creation of two competing teams, each of which was-composed of four

evaluation special.ists. The four individuals who authored this report

constituted one of these Lo teams. Many months ago we met in Portland;

Oregon, to w6rk out details of the'evaluatiomplan and to decide, by the

toss of a coin, whether we would be criticizing orsuppprting the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program. As the coin landed, we found that we wOuld be the

Aduocate Team, that is, the team advocating the continuance of the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program quite largely at its present magnitude, although we could

propOse improvements that might make it-function more effettively.

At first, it must be confessed, we were a bit disappointed tnst We

ended up as the Advocate Team. After all, ft's a bit more fun to knock

an existing program. 9aey few larg-scale programs of any kind, created

as they are by fallible human beings,Ce unflawed. Whether it's Social

11



'Security, the Peace Corps, or the'Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, an energetic

opponent &in always ferret out some deficiencies in such endeavors. . Such.

are thtv pabilities of most large-scale-efforts to improve our lot. 'Oh

yes, it _would have been far more fun tolgo cast as the Adversary Ter

Our-team had looked over the prevfous evaluations of the Hawaii

1 on 2 Program.and we knew thak. there Was lit0e evidence that childrAn in
.

the prOgram emer.ged at the.end of grade.itreel with ii6n1shingfy supeiOr.

academic achtevement. Further, we knew that he Hawaii 3 on &Program

costs plenty of money. And, since money isn't-tod plentiful these Aays,

we figured there'd be plenty of people (educators and noneducators alike)

just dying to get their handS on those 3 on 2 dollars. No hs we mused

over our fate after that coin flip in Portlanct, we didn't feel- too

fortunate.

But rules are rulesi so we,got underway with our efforts to support

the merits of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. The deeper we probed, the more

comfdrtable we became with our assignment. We pent hoursband hours

talking to people in Hawaii who were close to the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.

We interviewed teachers, parents, administrators, children, legislators,

interested citizens, department of Education officials, and a host of

other assorted folks who had views on the program, We observed classes,

both 3 on 2 and self-contained. We gathered questionnaire data fKom

teachers, parents, and administrators. We gave achievement tests of many

kinds to children in 3 on 2 and self-contained clas,5es. We administered

attitude inventories to those youngsters to find out how they.felt about

self-contained and ons2 classes.

As all'of this'information began to accumulate, we came to the fol,

lowing series of conclusions:

12'
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1. The.Hawaii 3 on 2 Progrmt while capable of being imprOved, is

currently fuActioning effectively to the educational benefit of

most ipungsters It ngw serves.

jCjjOtaj_y_S_Ly_tHai130n2PrOr&MisftlrlineffeCth/lbesOf .

: I
its unique instraGtiOnal features:

)

Citizint of Hawaii shoutd be singm14rly.proud of the Hawaii .

3 on 2 Pro ram and strive to tren-then the .excell nce of this

high visibil1ity4ducational.reform as an option for the children

and teachers of Hawaii..

The remainder of this report is organized &round these three major

propositions. We will present data ifild analyses that support each of-

these three contentions. In view of the enormous amount o data gathered

in connection with the current evaluation of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, it

is apparent that many more data-laden arguments could be p/ resented. Yet,

the Advocate Team has attempted to be conscious of the reader's tolerance

\for such evalulltNe data.

The interested reader is urged to consult further the complete

technical report for this evaluation, a report replete with pertinent

information regarding t6e worth of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. In the

interest of.conciseness, however, we have chosen to defend the following

three propositions: (1) the Hawaii '3 on 24, Program is working; (2) it is

working because'it possesses coome Unique instructional advantages; and

(3) Hawaii should be proud of this effective educational scheme and should

maintain it as an instructional option for the children and teachers of

Hawaii.



The Hawaji 3 9n42 Program is Functipning _WeCtiVely

There are-many ways/to tell if an edUcational program is working.

Some involve pupils' test scores; some involve the opinions of those who

he:ye observed'the program; some iffVolve looking at the program as it

operates. The AdVbcete Team relied on all of these data sources. Having

. reviewed the array of available information bearing on the effectiveness

of the tawaii 3 on 2 Program,.we concluded that it rellly is Wbrking far..

better than Am* imagined. Aater'in the report we will set forth recommen-.
,

dationsfor.augAenting its" effectfteness. Yet, even without such modifica-

,

tiekns, it is appatent that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program constjtutes a major

educational achievement-.7an achievement in which the citizens waii

should take justifiable pride.

4
Before parading out the more formal evaluation data bearing on this

contention, let's take a close look at some 3 on 2 classes in action. In

October 1976, members of the Advocate Team spent a final data7gathering

we4 ln Hawaii. On an earlier visit we had observed a wide variety of

3 on 2 and self-contained classrooms. During the October session we

wanted to look in on some truly.outstanding,3 on 2 classes. In response

to our request, curriculum specialists in each Hawaii district.identi-

fied particular 3 on 2 teams they considered to be excellent. We spent a

good many hours visiting same of these classrooms. The curriculum
1

specialists were right. These were truly outstanding instructional situ-

ations. After spending several days in observing these 3 on 2 teams, we

were even more convince() that the Advocate Team was arguing the appropriate

side of the issue. Here is just one example from the kaleidoscope of

first-rate teaching we saw in October.

14 20
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* * *

Team 5, a 3 on 2 team for second and third grade students in an

qlementary school of the Honolulu District, is staffed by three

eiPerienced elementary teachers one of whom recently chose to

transfer from a grade stk self-ContaGed classroom in order to work ..

with younger children. The pupilsin Team 5 consistfintly store well

on routinelY administered achievement tests.( It doesn't take long

for observers tq note how efficiently ihe team's.teachers are dealing

.

with their imstrulional tasks. There's A good deal 'of small group. k

6. .

instruction thap goes on, with di ferent teachers capitalizing on

thefr particular areas *1( experti e4

When we observed Tem 5 in October there was a point at which

two of the team's teachers sp114 most of. the pupils into two groups

ii
so that the former sixth grad eacher could work with SteOhen who

was making up an assignment/and with a groOp of five youngsters who

needed remedial help on-a language arts lesson about which they were

confused. Both Stephen and the group of five children.were able to

get direct and.helpful instruction from thesteacher.

BecatNe she is the team's art specialist, the former sixth grade

,teaoher was particularly excited about a recently completed project

that Team 5 youngsters had comreted. The children hadcompleted a

. 'series of artistic creations for'display in the University of Hawaii's
4

Art Gallery. Remembering that the 3 on 2 team structure made it

possible for her and the pupils to carry out this kind of if project

beCauSe her colleagpe could instruct those pupjls who were not

heavily involved in the Art Gallery project, she stated that "If I

were in a class by myself, I would either have to give other pupils

busy work or forget about such special projects."

* * * 15



The Howell 3 on 2 Program
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Overall Reactions of Principals, TeaChers, and Parents

During the past year, questionnaires regirding ,the Hawaii 3 on 2
1

Program were given to a large numbtkof parents, teachers, nd prihcipals

who were associated, in one way.or another, with primary education in

Hawaii. To ensure candor on the'part.of the respondents, all three groups

filled out their questionnaires anonymously', then submitted qiem directly

by mail to the Northwest Regional Edudational Laboratory in Portland, the

agency superviSing the overall evaluation of the HaWall 3 on.2 Program.

Questionnaires were returned by 144 principals, 19 of whom had only

3 on 2 classes in their schools, 14 of whoM had only self-contained

classes, and 111 of whom had both 3 on'2 and self-contained classes id

their schools. A total of 1,819 teacher questionnaires were analyzed,

including 1,173 teaefiers in 3 on 2 teams and 573 teachers in self-contained

classes. Of 927 parent questionnaires that were analyzed, 516 parents had
1-

children only in 3 on 2 Classes, 225 had children only in self-contained

classes, and 186 hed children in both types of classes.
4

Although there we4 many items in each pf the questionnaires given

o principals, teachers, and parents, there were several questions common

to all three questionnaires which slpplied, in an wierall fashion, the

respondents' appraisal of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Each of the three

groups was asked what should happen to the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program at the

kindergarten to third grade levels: Respondents were given four choices,

namely should the program be (1) expanded, (2) maintained at its present

level, (3) reduced, or (4) eliminated. In,surveying the responses to this

pivotal 'questions, we find that principals, teachers, and parents are all

supportive of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.

Readers who wish to dio so are urged to consult the tables referred

to in the Appendix. We will set forth of the necessary information

'23
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in the text, but some readers will peefer to examine.the data in tabular
*

form. For the next few paragraphs we'll be describing results contained

in'Tables 1, 2, and 3 in the Appendix.

If you review these three tables carefully, you will see that no

matter whAt group is/being polled, wbether orrnot that group has'a special

involvement with the 3 on 2 Program, at least 50 percent 0 each group,,

wants either to cpand 3 on 2 or miintain it at its prisent-leveh

Some.of these preferences are quite dramatic. For example, when we

consider the priPc,q)als' retponsfes (Table-1), it is not too surprising

that those principals who have Only 3 on 2 clasies in their schools are

favorable toward 3 on 2. As we see, over §4 percent of those principals /

favor expapding or maintaining the program. Furthermore, when we inspect

the responses of the 111 principals who have both self-coptained and

3 on 2 classes in their schools, the verdict still sharply favors 3 on 2,

with almost 70 percent of the principals favoring an expansion or mainten-

ance of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.

Now the opinion of these 111 principals is truly significant. They'.

are qualified educational leaders who have daily opportunities:4o see both

3 on 2 and self-contained classes in operation. These principals have no

personal interest in seeing the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program rise or fall--their

administrative jobs are not on the line. And yet this nonpartisan group

of knowledgeable educational leaders registersean emphatic vote of
1

endorsement for the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. IlOpeir view, the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program is working.

Let's turn to teacher reactions regardi'ng 3 on,2 (Table 2). When

the 1,173 teachers currently assigned to 3 on 2 classes were asked, over

86 percent responded that they wished to maintain or expand the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program. This indicates that those educators most intimately

18
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4

involved with 3 on 2 are emphatically in supgrt of the program. But,

of course, one might argue that 3 on 2 teachers might perceive their job

security being threatened by this typt of evaluation, hence would respond

positiYely to such'a question'. Therefore, it is even more impressive

when Ae turn'to the eeactions of the 573 self-contained teachers and find

that over 50 percent of that group also favors expanding or maintaining

, the. HaWali 3 on 2 Program.._.These self-contained teachers have no axt to .

4rind here. 'If anything, they.might be negatively.disposed to 3 on.2

because thWre not involved in the program. And yet, over half orthose

teachers of self-contained classes want to maintain or expand 3 on 2.

Clearly, in the view of Hawaii primary teachers, of both 3' on 2 and

self-contained classes, the HawaiA 3 on.2 Program is working.
1

-,Let's look now, at the 6iinions of the over 900 parents who completed

questipnnaires regarding the program (Table 3). Those parents whose

children were enrolled in only 3 on 2 classes were extremely supportive

of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, with over 76 percent wanting to expand or

'maintain the program. Parents who had children in both 3 on 2 and self-

contained classes were also solidly in support of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Pro9ram,

With over 63 percent wishing to maintain or expand the program. And, for

those parents whose children were only in self-contained classes, over

50 percent'still want to see the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program expanded or

maintained. Yes, it is apparent that in the opinions of parents of Hawaii

primary school childrenf the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program is working.

We can probe the question of 3 on 2 versus self-contained more deeply

by trying to get a fix on the relative effectiveness of these two pro-

grams. Principals who had both 3 on 2 and self-contained classes Vn their

schools were askeeto provide judgments comparing the overall progress

madl by children in 3/On 2 classes with the progress made by children in-
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self-contained classes at the same grade levels. The reactions provided

by thep1 elementary school principals, knowledgeable regarding both

3 on 2 and self7cOntained clsses because of their day-to-day contacts

with both kinds of classes, yields a startling vote of approval for the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. These Hawaii elementary school principals tfiink

that 3 on 2 classes are decisively mere effective, on_all counts, than

Self-contained classes.

(
The information proAed by the principals is \summarized in,iable 4

in the Appendix where the actual question to which the principals responded

is provided along with the percentages of principals' responses. A quick

scanning of Table 4 will reveal that these principals perceived that in

-every instance more progress was made in 3 on classo than in self-

...,

contained classes. Some of the comparisons are astonishingly favorable

toward the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.

The comparatiwe information displayed in Table 4 is truly amazing

and should be studied at length-by anyone charged with appraising the

worth of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. First note the consistency of com,.

parisons favoring 3 on 2, eVen in some of the more routine subject areas

such as reading and arithemetic, where it is sometime's alleged that teachers

of self-contained c.lasse's can do a better job. In reading, for example,

31 percent of the Principals thought more progress was made in 3 on.2

classes and only 6 percent thought more progress was made in self-contained

classes. In reading, as with all(of the other areas, of course, a sub-

stantial proportion of principals thought that ther6 were no differences'

in the relative effectiveness of the two programs. But for the 37 percent

who perceived a difference in the effectivene's of repding instruction,

84 percent favored 3 on 2.

20.
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Notice the dramatic differences in several of the categories that

are most consistent with the avowed purposes of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.
4

For instance, with respect to encouraging children to becomejmore indepen-

dent learners, 3 on 2 is favored 64.percent to 6 percent. For developing

a more positive self-concept, 3 on 2 is judged more effective by a 45

percent to 6 percent margin. In short, Table 4 constitutes an overwhelming

vote of support for the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program in contrast to more tradi-

tional self-contained instruction. It is impossible to study Table 4's

results carefully, and not reach the conclusion that,the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program is working.

_

Ah Yes, The Test Scores

In this exaluation, as in many of the previous evaluations of the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, standardized achievement tests have been used is

an index of the program's effectiveness. This time, as in the past, there

seems to be little,evidence favoring 3 on 2 youngsters. As is almost

always the case, results on' standardized achievement tests turn out to

reveal "no statistically signifficant differences" between an innovative
k.

program (in this case, 3 on 2) and the more traditional instructional

program. But do these results reflect shortcomings in the new programs,

or do they reflect shortcomings in the kinds of testing devices used? In

the opinion of the Advocate Team, arid a growing number of educational

measurement specialists, standardized-achievement tests such as those used

in the current evaluation are inappropriate for assessing the effects of)

instructional interventions such as the Hawaii 3 on 2 PrOjram.

Even though, in advance of the standardized achievement tests' bein6

administered, the Advocate Team recognized that there would be no meaning-

.,"
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ful difference between,self-contained and 3 on 2 children, it was clear

that because standardized achievement tests had been used with previous

eVjaluations of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, they should be used in this

evaluation for consistency and completeness. Yet, in accord with the

Advocate Team's interpretation of the ground rule that both teams wOuld

be permitted to secure data of relevance to their case, we agreed to have

the_tests used.

Before.turning to a brief analysis of why such tests yield a mis-

leading estimate of program success,_ let's look for just a moment at the

test results from this year's evaluation. On two of the many possible

standardized achievtment tests subscale contrasts involving self-contained

versus 3 on 2 children, the seq-contained children's performance was

higher. Although the differences were statistically significant, they are

of. little 'practical significance, being less than two points in one case

and barely more than two points in a second. Differences of that magni-

tude, while not statistically significant; can be found favoring 3 on 2

on other subscales of this year's test'results (see the Technical Report,

Table"12). Given the small size of actual differences, results of the

achievement testing could hardly be considered emphatic support for

self-contained.teaching.

(-imifarly, while' the one statistically significant difference on

affective (attitudinal') tests favored the 3 on 2.children, we on the

Advocate Team can take little solace in such results. On balance, it isk

apparent that with respect to test results there are no meaningful differ-

ences favoringfeither 3 on 2 or self-contained classes. yr

But, some would say, .11Isn't a no difference result damaging to the

case of the Advocate Team? After all, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program costs a

good deal' of,mon4, and .thetest results don't show that it's paying off.

22
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Isn t that kind of evidence devastating?" To this we answer with real

convictionnot at alll

We've,previously demonstrated that in thiview of those a

i
inistra-

ttors, teachers, and parents mast intimately involved with it Hawaii

Np'pn 2_ Peogram is working.. to the standardized achieveifient

test results, we have an inste/ of relying on the wrong kind of measurir0

instrument. The consistent failure of the Hawei1-1 on 2 Program., or, for

that matter, almost any large-scale instructional innovation to,securt

better test resultslis attributable to deficienci's in the testt,-not the

program.

Space limitations preclude an exhaustive analysis of why it is that

standardized achievemeht tests yield wh inaccurate estimates of a pro-

gram's success, although such discussions are available elsewhere) In

brief, standardized achievemenftests are designed chiefly to permit

comparisons to be made among the examinees who taice'the test, Distributors

of such tests want to be able to say that Billy's sdore of 29 items.correct

.is equivalent to a 47th percentile performance,/which means that Billy

out-performed 47 percent of the group of examinees on which the test was

nbrmed. Unfortunately, in,order to have tests which spread out examinee

performance widely enough to permit such fine-grpined comparisons, the

individual test items cannot be answered correctly bj, too large a propor-

tion of examinees. _Consequently, test items tftt are answered correctly&

by4-for instance, 80 percent or more of the examinees, are tossed out of.

the test, But these very items, the items pn which youngsters perform

well, often are based on the content that teachers thought important enough

to stress. As a result, when standardized achievement tests are revised
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(is they periodically are) there is a tendency to jettison the very items

*covering the most important content. What we end up with is a test

covering less important topics, an achievement test that functions more

like an intelligence test. Such tests are instructionally insensitive.

When you couple this technical deficiency with the fact that such

tests
1

are often badly mismatched with local curricular emphases, for

example, the emiphases of_HtWayi schools, you can see that standirdized

test results often provide a gen4inely erroneous picture of an instruc-

tional program's quality.

In a May 1975 revleW2 of the merits of standardized achievement

tests, a group of Hawaii educators reached the conclusion that such tests

We have to add one more Point to be-lconsidered as we evaluate the
w

l
posiessed ser')ous liabilities for educational evaluation in Hawaii.

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, namely, have 3 on 2 teachers ever attempted in a

serious4fash1on to have their students excel on particular types of
,

achie-V4Wnt tests? The answer is decis4ve1y NO. That may be what citi-
)

zens of Hawaii want their primary education program to do'. But let's lot

judge a program adversely on the basis of tests that, in the first lace,

are technically inappropriate for that purpose and, in the second /place,
//

have not been high priority instructional targets for Hawaii's teachers.

The Affective Tests

Mem e-of Ole Advocate Team were reallY anxious to administer a

number of ffective measures to the 3 on 2 and self-contained ylngsters,

(
sinc we were willing to concede that the standardized achievement tests
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being used, for the aforementioned reasons, would provide essen ially

meaningless data. Yet, as is well recognized by measurement experts, the

development of genuinely valid and sensitive affective assessment devices

is a task of major magnitude, a task which exceeded the resources available

t..1 in the current project. Instead, we had to adopt some existing affective

instruments in the hope that they would pick up at least gross affective

differences. As it turned out, there was precious little difference in

students' scdres irrespective of whether they were in self-contained or
.1

3 on 2 classes. Not surprisingly, therefore; the affective results

reflected no substantial differences between the meast>bd attitudes of

childrem in 3 on 2 and self-contained classes...

Improving_the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program

Any educational program, whether innovative or ongoing, can be

improved. Members of the Advocate Team instantly concede not only that

the Hawaii Department of Education's coordination of the 3 on 2 program

has not been as effective as it might have been, but also that some 3 on 2

classes are not as effective at they should be. But such pockets of

ineffectiveness can be identified and remedied, particularly-by capitaliz-

ing on some of the very assessment schemes employed in the current evalua-

tion of the HaWaii 3 on 2 Program. We propose that an outcome-focused

i

quality control scheme be initiated without delay whereby the quality of

2
3 2 classes be monitored with respect to pupil perforMance on suitable

------/

asures of achievement and affect.

By continuously, monitoring the progress of 3 on 2 teams according to

the results they produce, assistance could be provided to those teams that

need it.--The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has been operating for eight years now.

25
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During this time a number of really sUperlative 3 on 2 teachers have

emerged. A.small cadre (probably with rotating membership) of these

excellent 3 on 2 teachers could constitute a task force'whose job it

would be to aid those 3 on 2 teams where pupillifailed to make satisfac-

tory progress on appropriate adhAtevemejlt tests or whose performance on

affective measures indicated, for example, that their attitudes toward

schoq or their self-esteem was in need of attention. There is no need

to go to the mainlapd.to ship in visiting experts who can rectify such

. problems. By this time the Hawaii 3 on 2 PrograM has created abundant

local expertise in how to make 3 on 2,classes function to the benefit of

children. There are numerous 3 on 2 teachers, principals, and curriculum

specialists who really know their stuff. Let's'Use them wiNy.

Getting,m61'e specific, this very summer a task force of effective

3 ou 2 teachers could be organized to develop a set of experienced-based

guidelines fikr-organizing and operating 3 on 2 classrooms. Previous

.o

Department of Education support materials have often lacked the practical

J'how-to-do-it" suggestions which effective 3 on 2 teachers might share.

For example, these guidelines could offer suggestions for dealing with

shy children, poor readers, unruly youngsters, etc. in a 3 on 2 setting.

Very few commercially published treatments of instructional practice have f

Oen written with a team-teaching organization in mind. Creation of a

particularized guidebook for the Hawa1i,3 on 2 program could be invaluable.

Unlike the traditional standardized achievement test which provides

almost no idea of the types of pupil behaviors it actually assesses, a

newer form of test (known as criterion=referenced measures) does supply

an explicit picture of what's being measured. In the current evaluation
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of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, criterion-referenced tests were used as-

assessment devices for the ftrst time. But even before,the test results

were in, members of the Advocate Team were convinced there would be no

differences favoring 3 on 2 children. Adopting criterion-referenced testA

as a belated assessment doptice is like judging a person's work after it's

completed by applying previously unannounced criteria. Post facto targets

are no targets at all.

Predictably enough, results of fhe criterion-referenced tests used

in the present evaluation revealed no meaningful differences between

children taught in 3 on 2 versus self-contained classrooms. But while

the Advocate Team strongly eodorses the use of criterion-referenced

measLKes to evaluate programs such as 3 on 2, we contebd that failure to

secure differences in favor of 3 on 2 children was a function of the

after-thi-fact fashion in which these criterion-referenCed tests were psed.

Clearly explicated criterion-referenced tests covering highly

significant kinds of skills that Hawaii youngsters should master, could

d should constitute the core component of a continuing system of per-

rmance-oriented evaluation for the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Similarly,

the se of affective assesment devices which dealt with the important

attitudinal goals of 3 on ecould be blended with the criterion-referehced

tests to yield an excellent-idea of which 3 on 2 teams were in need of

assistance.

Without goipg into inordinate detail, the Department of Education

could, in consultation with a wide range of Hawaii's teachers and citizens,

identify a small number of minimal competencies in reading and mathematics.

Criterion-refirenced tests could be developed to asiess these competencies,

with accompanying descriptions of the competencies being distributed to

Hawaii's primary teaChers. By periodically assessing the extent to which
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children were achieving these well-described sic4.1161000(t would be possible

to identify 3 on 2 teams which were in need of supervisorial assistance.

In the same way, measures of affect could beiperi;dically administered

to provide indices of the relative success of 3 on 2 teams In achieving

key affecti4 goals: The itcess in such a monitoring system would be on

the results of instruction as evidenced in pupil behavior.

Clearly, the ingredients of such a progress-monitoring system would

have to be worked out so that it would not be cumbersome, ytt would pro-

vide the kinds, of information needed. Members dLthe Advocate,Team

believe that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program,is working. We want to see it

work even. better.

Unique Instructional Attributes

We have seen that, from several perspectives, the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program appears to be functioning effecti ely. Why is this so? What is

it that leads so many people to assert at this program is worth main-

..

taining or even expanding?

Well, in the view of the'Advocate Team, that's a fairly simple ques-

-,-- ,

tion to answer. The fact is that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program inarporates

some instructional advantages that clearly .onnot exist in a conventional

self-contained class. A number of these have been alluded to earlier in

VWFious ways. Let's spell them out, although briefly, so they don't

unnoticed. Thankfully, these strengths of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program have

not gone unnoticed by people familiar with the program, as we'll point out

in a moment.

The oft-cited but nonetheless powerful advantages of a 3 on 2 class

are listed below. Incidentally, the six advantages presented below were
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not plucked from any Department of Educatip document treating the merits

of 3 on 2. Rather, they are drawn from the Advocate Team's observations,

interviews, and questionnaire interactions with hundreds of qiwaii .

primary teachers.

1. Teachers can more flexibly organize Audents 30 that thly can

be ta as individualland ou s =sr. n _the

children's needs.

2. The team can cePitalize on itl menters' particglar instrucOonfl

skills, so that teaqhers can initrlict in their keel of strrigth,

for example, music, science, or art.

3 The sialegial interaction among 3 on 2 teachers Crates thtir

rofessth"l and "ens their instructional

skills.

4 Children have k_b!tter chance hf fi,nding an adult to wbom they

can relatg, both personally and instructionally.

5. LL_JetteLsHrst_2_1_2_2LagIfateachrisabsenttt'uinlroamcan

6. Younger childr.en Can learn from the older ctildren in thli)r

. two-grade classes.

While there are other advantages associated, with the team-teaching

organizational structure of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, these six instruc-

tional dividends are peculiar to a 3 on 2 setup. They cannot be present

in a single-grade self-contained classroom. Three teachers and 60 or so

children simply have it better than one teacher and 25 children. The

flexibility potentials of a 3 on 2 class dramatically outdistance thOse

available to even the most energetic and devoted teacher in a self-

*,

contained class.

30
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Not only dots the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program represent a conceptually

sound tnstructional scheme% it is actually wOrking. For example, in

October 1976 as part of the current evaluation,--la University of Minnesota

specialist in individualized instruction, Michael Patton, observed

numerous 3 on 2 classes. He concluded as follows: "Based on my experience

in other programs of this kind, i.e., team teaching programs on the

mainland, thought that the 3 on 2 classrooms exhibited a higher than

usual degree of real teaming. Team teaching has not been'llery highly

implemented on the mainland, despite rhetoric to the contrary."3

Parents, teachers, and administrators are also cognizant of the

unique advantages of the 3 on 2 organizational structure. In their

responses to questionnaire items, for example, large proportions of_

parents (frrespective of whether their children were in 3 on 2-classes,

self-contained classes, or both) thought that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program's

major strengths were that (1) teachers worked together.as a team and'

shared their special talents (67 percent of the parents identified this

as a strength), (i) children learn from older and younger children (55

percent), (3) children have a greater variety of materials and adults to

work with (54 percent), and (4) it allows teachers to group children so

they can learn better (44 percent). While the parents cited a nUmber of

other advantages of the 3 on 2 system (information is available fp the

complete Technical Report of this evaluation study), 6nly a smal,Jl propor-

tion of parents cited any weaknesses associated with the Hawaii 3 7.2

Program (see Technical Report, Table H-3.7).
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Similarly, teachrs saw a number of advantages inherent in the 3 on 2

structure.7 For example, over 97 percent of the 3 on 2 teachers registered

agreement with the assertion that "children.can find at least one of the-

three adults with whom they can get aiong." And even 79 percent of the

self-contained teachers agreed with tfie same assertion. floth 3 on 2 \

teachers (92 percent). and self-contained teachers (62 percent) agreed that

the 3 on 2 program presented children with a greater Yariety:e_mater1411.

and adults tt, work with than in a self-contained classroom. Both 3 on 2

teachers (91 percent) and self-contained teachers (51 percent) also

recognized that when a teacher is absent, the student's instructional

program is not interrupted. In sum, whether teachers are in a 3 on 2 or

self-contained class, they clearly see special advantages assAca:t!ted with

the 3 on 2 organizational structure.

Finally, principals clearly recognize that the Hawaii Ion 2 Program

carries with it some special advantages. About 60 percent of those

4
principals why have boti 3 on 2 and self-contained classes in their

schools, for iristance, elieve that children in 3 on 2 classes re.ceive

more individual attention from a teacher than in self-contained classrooms,

Aboutt90 percent of those principals with only 3 on 2 classrooms in their

schools agreed. Principals also decisively agree (well over 90 percent)

that children in a 3 on 2 class learn from each other. They also agree

(over 85 percent) that having_three teachers in 3 on 2 allows pupils to

find at least one adult with whom they can work. The principals believe

that teachers work together as a team and share their special talents

(90 percent), and that children have a greater variety of materials and

adults to work with them in a 3 on 2 class (well over 80 percent). While

there are many other advantages to the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program that princi-

pals reco

32
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should make it apparent that these experienced educational leaders

. recognize the singular advantages of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Promm (see

"cpchnical Report, Table H-4.7).

In ersencC the Advocate Team believes that there art compelling

orlanizational advantages,to a 3 on 2 approach so that if one were tb

take three highly competent teachers and place them in self-contained

classes for year one, then in a 3 on 2 situation for year two, their

instruction in. the 3 on 2 setting would be far more effective. It would

be ''far more effective because as teachers in self-contained classes.they

would be deprived of the many unique advantages of the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program. These advantages are worth retaining.

Preserving the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program as an Option

Careful inspection of the Technical Report's detailed information

will reveal as would common sense, that not all 3 on 2 teams are as

successful as one would like. Just as there are weak and strong teachers

of self-contained classes, there are weak and strong 3 on 2 teams. Ear-

lier in our report, the Advocate Team described the main featureof a

continuing monitoring system designed to strengthen the less effective

3 on 2 teams. But no sensible person can dispute the fact that there. are

.many,fflany, teams in the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program that are currently providing

high quality instruction for Primary children.

There are also teachers in self-contalned classes wto are providing

exciting and effective instruction for prjmary children. As matters
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currently stand, Hawaii schools offer both pptions to most youngsters.

We believe that this situation must.continue.

There are, Without question, profound differences in he learning

'styles of children. A teaching technique that may work well for Fred can

fall flat for Florence. Similarly,'3 on 2 may not be suitable for every

child in grades K-3. For example, about the only limitation that a sub-

stantial number of questionnaire respondents thought might exist in the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was that a shy chi)d might get lost in the large

group. Discounting for the maMent the fact that shy children often get

lost in conventional self-contained classes os Well, let's concede the

poSsibility. Well, if both 3 on 2 and self-contained classes are retained

as options for youngsters in Hawaii, we arrive at a classic triumph of

simultaneous cake-having and cake-eating. k

There are differences in kids. There are differences between 3 on 2

arid self-contained classes. The numerous parents, teachers, and principals
46

who supplied questionnaire data recognized both of these points when they

offered resounding support for the contention that the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program should be preserved as a choice for those who want it. This

information is set forth in Table 5 in the Appendix. When responses are

presented to the question "How important do you feel it is to keep 3 on 2.

as an option for tqose schools, students, and teachers who want it?", no

matter what group responded, substantial numbers of the respondents indi-

cated that they wanted to retain 3 on 2 as an option for those who wishedr

it. For example, of the 111 principals who supervised.both 3 on 2 and

self-contained Classes, 66 percent believed ii was very important as an

option. All groups, as an inspection of Table 5 will reveal, registered

strong support for the importance of keeping 3 on 2 as an option.
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There was, of course strong support also/for maintaining self-

contained classes ai an option in every school. This is precisely what

the Advocate Team is contending, namely, that both 3 on 2 and self-

\ contained classes be available, to the pupi s and parents of Hawaii.

Parenti should not be forced to place their children in an instructional

setting they believe will not benefit that child. Yet, as we have seen,

the majority opinion is clearly that the HeW8ii 3 on 2 Program in malt

cases provides an exemplary instructional opportunity for primary grade

children. Parents should not be deprived of.the opportunity to place

their children in such a rich educational environment.

Besides preserving 3 on 2 classes as an option for ttle children of

Hawaii, it should tie recognized th/kt Hawaiian education will benefit by

maintaining 3 on 2 as an option for the teachers of Hawaii. Teachers,

just like youngsters, differ. Same teachers who might shrivel in the

isolation of a self-contained classroom, really blOssom in the collegial

stimulation'of a 3 o class. Other teachers really work most effectively

:Ifin the.autonomous se' ing of a self-contained class. For the good of

Hawaii education, both instructional settings must be preserved in order

to capitalize on particular teachers' strengths.

A Matter of Pride

The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has been in existence for a number of years

.now. It has attracted both national and international attention, not only

because of its substantial magnitude but alsO`because of the forward-

looking instructiOnal features it incorporateSs. Will the citizens of

Hawaji be satisfied at this point to discard this highly visible educa-

tional innovation?
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is more approptiate to conceive of the Hawaii 3 on ? Program as a

creative and potentially eftective educational intervention that has at

'this moment reached a.plateau. Whether the People of Hawaii capitalize

op this s situation to.strengthen an already effective inAtructional. inter-

V
ve41. on or waste their eight-year, multi-milliOn dollar investment in

.4, \

educational reform remains to be seen:

When members ofthe Advocate Team were originally assigned the task

of defending the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, we wondered how it was that if the

pro,pram is so4defective, it has survived for so Try years. The answer to

ti)

that question, as we discovered during our coUntless interviews and

observations,
k

.-straightforward The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has survived .

because it represents an instructionally sound idea. It is an idea too

precious to eliminate.
\

We have attempted to demonstrate, hopefully to the reader's latisfac-

tion, that the followingmpropositions are accurate.

1. The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, while capable of being improvedt is

currently functioning effeCtIVely to the educational benefit of

most.youngsters it now serves.

2. the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program is funCtioning effectively because of

its unique instructional features.

3. ildt_aAsidofthCitinsofHawiistleHawaii

3 on,2 Program and $trive)toItrencithen the excellence of this

high'rSibility educational reform as an option for the children

and teachers of Hawaii.

To the extent that these contentions are valid, the-educational

decision makers of Hawaii should conclude that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program

is an educational endeavor worthy of their continuing support.
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We rec*mend, therefore, that the Newel) on 2 Pro9ram be maintained

at its prejaptjeyg1 as an tIlWuctional option flor Heyouprimary

Oucation. We recommend, further, that creative efforts to imorcne tht

quality of theLliataii 3 on Uroaram be_ Initiated instantlt. To eliminate

or seriously reduce the magnitude of the Hawaii 3 on'2 Program-would

create serious negative conseouencessnegative consequences that would be

experienced by the children of Hawaii during their crucial, formative

years. While the costs of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program are substantial, the

adverse effects of abandoning this effective instructional program epe,

too severe. The Hawaii 3 on, 2 Program must be maintained.
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TABLE 1

Recommended Action for the Hawn 3 on 2 Program by 120 Principals

Recommended

ktian

r ncipals wiTh only FrincipaTi wfth 3 on 2 and
3 on 2 classes self-contained-flu:es

(N 19)

Expand
Maintain
Reduce
Eliminate

27.8% 15.1%
66.7% 54.7%
5.6% 11.3%

18.9%

TABLE 2

Recommended Action for the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program by 1,749 Teachers

Recommended
Action

on 2
Teachers
(N 1 175)

Self-Contained
Teachers
(N 574)

Expand
Maintain
Reduce
Eliminate

25.6% 8.3%
60.8% 42.2%
9.1% 20.1%
4.5% 29.3%

TABLE 3

Recommended Action for the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program by 905 Parents

Recommended
Action

Parents of
3 on 2

Children
(N 503)

Parents of
Self-Contained

Children
(N 222)

-Parents of Both
3 on 2 and Self-

Contained Children 4
(N = 180)

Expand
Maintain
Reduce
Eliminat.e

27.0% 11.7% 20.1%
49.5% 38.6% 43.1%
13.4% 15.2% 18.4%
10.2% 14.5% 10.4%
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TABLE 4
4

Relative Effectiveness of Hawaii 3 on 2 Program Clatses
and Self-Contained Classes as Judged by 111 Elementary Principals

(The question given to principals haying both self-contained and 3 on 2
tlasses irt their schools: "Below is a list of 14 areas of content,
knowledge and personal development in Wch children can evidencegrowth.
For each of the 14 areas, please compare your perception of tho overall
progress made this year by children in 3 on 2 classes and those at the

same.grade levels in self-contained classes.")

Area

Reading

Becoming a more independent learner

Arithmetic

Taking an interest in school

Science

Exercising self-control

Music

Communicating with adults

Art

Getti-ng along with other children

Physical education

Using time wisely /4

Social studies

DeveloOing a more positive
selfeoucept

re rogress
in 1 on 2

Vanes

31.3%

63.8%

17.7%

30.5%

20.2%

37.2%

21:1t

44.7%

22.1%

51.6%

25.0%

37.2%

22.3%

45.3%

re rogress
Self-Contained

Classes

6.3%

6.4%

8.3%

2.1%

16.0%

5.3%

6.4%

3.2%

4.2%

3.9%

12.8%

2.1%

6.3%
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TABLE 5

Perception of Importance of Retaining the
Hawaii 3 on 2 Program as an Option

fir90 lumbar

Pomo o o nit_

IMDoJtant ImoOrtot

,

jpoortant
,

Principals of both 111 66.4 23.6 10.0
3 tn 2 ahd self- .

contained classes .

Princi ls of 3 on 2* 19 94.7 5.3

c ass*

Tea h rs of 3 on 2 1,011 82.3 14.5 3.2

c asses
.

s

Teachers of self-
---anfilned classes

469 43.1 34.3 22.6

t

Parents of 3 on 2 447 54.6 37.2 8.2

CEi1dren
.

Parents of self- 207 38.2 38.2) 23.7
=Mined children

...--

Parents of both 3 on 2
---Friself-contained

children
1

179 45.8 37.4 16.8

18 ,
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FOOTNOTES

' .

1. Se* for example, Popham, W. Japs. Epacational evaluat1on.-1.Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prtitice-Hel, Inc., 1975.

2 Report of the C D & T Ad Hoc Connittee on the Stabte,'s Minimum Testing
Program to Philip K. Ige, May 1, 1975. The confetti,* consisted, of
Gerald Dykstra, Stanley Koki, Morris Lai, May Look, Shiho Nunes,
and Richard Port, Chairman.

3.. See Technical Reporteection entitled "Report by Dr. Michael
, Patton: observation nd findings."
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The design of this evaluation study required that one team of

evaluators identify strengths and another team identify deficiencies of

the program. Thus, this Report of the Adversary Team ii only one part

of the full evaluation report. It is a report of deficiencies. Taken by

itself, this Report does not represent an overall perspective of strengths

and weaknesses. The points advanced by the Adversary Team, however, are

supported by data and by logic.
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The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was evaluated by a team of ten evaluators

assembled by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. The st0dy

was conducted through the use of an advocate-adversary evkluation design.

The fullgten-member team madeldecisions on data to be collected end ihe

manner in which the data were to be analyzed. Then, the team was diVided

into two teams of four members each; and two additional members served

as co-directors of the overall evaluation study. By random assignment,

one tiam (theeadvocate team) assumed responsibility for identifying

strengths of the program. The other team (the adversary team) assumed

responsibility for identifying weaknesses of the program. Both teams

used the same bank of data, which is reported in a separate Technical

Report.

The 3 on 2 Program is a combination of team,teaching and open

education in the primary grades, kindergarten through grade three. A

3 on 2 classroom is organized with three teachers and approximately

sixty (60)epupils who represent two vertical grade4v either kindergarten

and grade one, grade one and grade two, or grade two and-grade three.

Fifty-four percent (54%) of the primary chileiren in Hawaii public

schools are enrolled in 3 on 2 cg.lasses;Iforty-two percent (42%) are

enrolled in self-contained classrooms; and four percent (4%) are enrolled

in classrooms with a modification of 3 on 2 (typically, two teachers

and a teacher's aide).2

A matter which will be discussed more extensively in another section

of the report, but-which is pertinent here, is a pervasive problem of

ambiguity of statements of program objectives for 3 on 2. There are,

however, statements of specific learning outcomes for all children

whether they are placed in 3 on 2 or self-contained classrooms. These

statements, listed below, were enunciated in a number of 3 on 2 Program
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documents over the years and were included in the first published

description of 3 on 2 i

To acquire basic academic ,learnings.

To increasingly develop' self-direction (subsequently
restated, "to develop autonomy in learningt).

-To devv447a more realistic and positive self-concept.

To establish satisfying interpersonal relationships.

--The-refattonshtp-of 3 oft 2- to these statements- was amplified in-a-

1974 long-range planning document by DOE4 with the following assertion:

"The as*mption is that students'in 3 on 2 will exhibit greater gain-

., .

(emphasis added) than students in self-contained classes in attaining the

program objectives." Thus, the team has collected data in relation to

these objectives and hat 5earched for evidence of "greater gaihs" than

that achieved by students in self-containekclassrooms.

Data which were gathered included'test information (cognitive and

affective) from students; data from classroom observations; inforMation

gathered by interviews with officials of the executive and legislative

branches of State government, Board of Education members, Department of

Education leaders, teachers, parents, principals, district school leaders,

students and other interested citiiens; questionnaire data collected in

the Spring of 1976 from primary (kindergarten through grade three) ,4

teachers, elementary school principals and a random sample of parents of

primary-level students; additional4questionnaire data Collected in the

Fall of 1976,from a random sample of primary teachers who were invited to

complete a "Teacher Views of Classroom Instruction" questionnaire; and

qUestionnaire data from a random sample of fourth grade teachers who were

invited to answer questions designed to ascertain if there"re observed

differences between students in the fourth grade who came from

52
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self-contained classrooms and from 3 on 2 classroom . In addition,

numerous documents descriptive of on 2 objectives were reviewed; a

cost study was done; and a teacher bsentee stUdy Was done. Furthermore,

to broaden the base of information, six open hearings were held in the

Spring of 1976 to which all-interested citizens were invited.

.0ne Part Of this evaluation which compared a random sample of

3 on 2 classrooms with a random sample of self-contained classrnoms is

cited in the following sections Of this Report which deal with student

achievement. Socio-iconomic status of the students, measures of their

ability:and enrollment in classrooms using Hawaii English Program (Hg)

materials, are independent variables in this evaluatieiestudy. Other

controls were exercised through randomization. (See the Technical Report

for details of the study design and data analyses.)

3 on 2 Deficiencies in Producing
Greater gains in Sivaent Achievement

4

This is the Report of tlie Adversary Teams, a report of deficiencies

in the 3 on 2 classroom organizational pattern.

Three-on-Two was a beautiful dream in the Spring and Summer of 1968.

In describing some aspects of the dream, one high-ranking school official

asked: "Why separate the grades artificially? Why keep .cognitive

learnings away from Kindergarten children? Why not provide kids with

options in relating,to their teacher.(5)?" All are excellent questions!

In real life, however, the dream has not come true, as can be seen

from responses to some very fundamental questions of 3 on 2.

53
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Student Cooitive Achievement

Perhaps the most fundamental questions posed by the evaluation team

had to do with student achievement in the basic skill areas of reading

and mathematics.

question 1: Do 3 on 2 students achieve more in reading than students

in selfzcontained clastrooms?

No!

In the Spring of 1976, the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS)

..

Level 1, Form S, was administered to a random sample of third grade

students who had spent at least three years in 3 on 2 classrooms and a

random sample of third grade students'who had spent at least three years

in self-contained classrooms. Therlwere significant differences between

the two groups on the reading vocabulary and on the reading comprehension

subtests. Self-contained students scored higher t 3 on 2 students on

both measures.
5 .,

In addition to the CTBS, a standardized norm referenced test, another

test, a criterion referenced test (CRT) published by the'Instructional

Objectives Exchange (I0X), was administered in the Fall of 1976 to two

groups of fourth graders randomly selected respectively from 6mong the

3 on 2 and self-contained students tested in the Spring. These students

were tested on the following six reading areas:

1. Selecting examples and synonyms to match-contextual defivitions.

Objective tested: GiVen two sentences, one of which uses an

unfamiliar word, the student 011 select a synonym or example of the class

of things or qualities described by the unfamiliar word.
A

2. Identifying.the most general statement.

Objective tested: Given three statements, the student will

select the most general statement.
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3. Understanding explicitly-stated content.

Objective tested: Given a brief passage written in-the active

voice, the student tan correctly complete sentences ustng literal detail

found within the passage.

4. Simpl logical reasoning.

Objective tested: The student can identify a specific fact

which ny be logically inferred from another given fact.
s

5. Making definitions from factual informatjon.
i

Objective tested: After reading* short paragraph containing

factual information, the student can identify the most logical answer to

a question.

6. Identifying possible outcomes.

'Objective tested: Given four outcomes, the student can se'lect

the two which are consistent with the situations ortifacts presented im a

short paragraph.

There were no significant differences favoring the 3,on 2 over'.

self-contained classroom groups on any of the CRT
,

reading areas.
6, 7

Thus, student achievement in reading was evaluated through the two

most prevalent methods of testingrstandardized norm referenced tests and

eterion
.referenced tests; and, neither method of testing yielded

significant differences lavoring the students in 3 on 2 over thqs. in

self-contained classrooms in their reading achievemerit.

Question 2: Do 3 on 2 students achieve mo e in mathematics than

students in self-contained classrooms?

No!

As in reading, there were no significant differences favoring 3 on 2

students on two CTBS mithematid scores--mathematics computation and

mathematics concepts and applications. 'pie four fundamental mathematical
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operations of addition, subtractOP, multip tc(ation and division were

tested. Methematics concepts measured included the students ability tp
)

converteoncepts expressed in one nUmerical, verbal, or graphic form to

another form, ana to comprehend numerical concepts and their inter-

relationshiOs; and the mathematics applications meatUred the students'

ability to select and carry out problem-solving operations.8

Furthermore; there were no significAnt differences between the two
--':1

jigups of fourth graders on CRT measures of the following six areas of

mathematics:

1. Multiplication with one-digit numerals.

Objective tested: The student will be able to solve a

multiplication problem involving two, one-digit numerals.

2. Subtraction,with two-digit numerals.

Objective tested: The student willbe able:. to solve a

subtraction problem with a non-negative solution not requiring regrouping,

involving a tWo-digit numeral and a-one-digit or two-digit numeral.'

3. Fractional numerals'and number words.

Objettive tested: Given a proper fraction, the student will

select the verbal expression that references the fraction.

4. Ordering cardinal numbers.

Objective tested: Given a list of from three to five cardinal

numbers, the student will select the rearrangement of these numbers which

gives the numbers in the ascending order of their values.

5. Division: one-digit divisor, three-digit dividend.

Objective tested: The student will be able to solve a division

problem involving a three-digit dividend and a one2digit
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6. Adition with twoahIqit numerals.

Obje tive tested: The student will be ible.to solve a word

problem whose solution requires addition with one-digit or two-digit

numerals and regrouping.
9, 10

Thus, the two most prevalent.methods of testing, the standardizet

norm referenced test and the criterion referenced test fiiled to identify

significant differences favoring the students in 3 on 2 over those in

self-contained classrooms in either their reading ór mathematics

achievement.

Question 3: Are there; perhaps, some residual achievement gains of

basic reading and mathematics skills by students who are in 3 on 2

classrooms over students in self-contained classrooms during the primary

grades that can be identffied.later in the students' elementary school

stUdies?

No!

A random sample of sixth grade students was tested in the Fall of

1976 in conjunction with the statewide achievement *sting program. For

this sample of students, data were not available to control for the use

of Hawaii English Program materials during the primary grades. This

differs from the third and fourth grade testing where the HEP variable

was treated as an independent factor. Tilus, the only independent

variables for the sixth grade testing were measures of ability and

socio-economic status of the students. The randomization process was

applied as a control for HEP.

The scores on the Stanford Achievement Tests (SAT) of reading,

vocabulary, reading cOmprehension, mathematics concepts and applications,

and mathematics computations were not sigificantly different between

students who had, during the primary grades, spent at least three years
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in 3 on 2 classrooms and students w o had pent at least three years in

self -contained classrooms!ll

In summery, student achievement in the baslc skills of reading and

mathematics were no greater for students who had spent at least three of

their school years kindergarten through grecie three in 3 on 2 classrOoms

than for students who had spent at least throe of those years in

self-contained classrooms. The results were the same regardless of the

test form--CTBS, CRT, or SAT. Moreover, the results were the same,

regardless of the point in time when the students were tested--third

grade, fourth grade, or sixth grade.

Student Affective Achievement Attitudes and Feelings

There are, of course, important objectives of schooling in addition

to cognitive learning. Among other important objectives are those

glassified as affective. The evaluation team testecra number of such

variables, and sought answers to additional questions about possible

differences between students in 3 on 2 and those in self-contained

classrooms.

Question 1: Do 3 on 2 students have a more favorable perception of

themselves--in general, in relations with peers, and in school situations--

than students in self-contained classrooms?

No!

The Student Attitude Inventory designed by the evaluation team was a

compilation of well-known attitude scales published by the Instructional

Objectives Exchange. In the Spring of 1976, the instrument was

administered to the same sample of third grade students described earlier

who were administered the CTBS reading and mathematics scales. The siudy

design included socio-economic status and use of Hawaii English'Program
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materials as independent factors as was the case for the CTB$

cognitive tests.

Three subscales of the Student Attitude Inventory measured the

students' appraisal of themselves--in general, in relation with peers,

and in school situattons.

ThereWere no significant differences which favored the 3 on 2 over

self-contained groups on any of the self-appraisal subscales.
12, 13

Question 2: Doll on 2 students have more favorable attitudes about

school--in general, in relation to school social structure and climate,
A

and in relation to school authority and control--than students in

self-contair classrodMS?

'Nit Student Att'itude Inventory coniained three subscales referenced

to each part of this objective. Here, only one of the three istariables,

"attitudes about'school tn general," favored 3 on 2 students. There

were no significant differences between the 3 on 2 and self-contained

groups on the social structure and climate and the authority and control

subscales of the School Sentiment Indices.
14

Question 3; Do 3 on 2 students view themselves as being more

independent of teacher directions in their school,work (Iore self-directed)

than students in self-contained classrooms?

No!

One scale, the "Me and School Index," included ten questions such

as "I like to have a teacher tell me *hat to do next in my schoolwork"

and "I like to choose my Own activities in class." There were no

significant differences in scores on Ws scale between students in

3 on 2 and those in self-contained classrooms.
15

/
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ONSSAion4; Are there, perhaps, some residual effects of 3 on 2

classroom experiences that art identifiable in the attitudes and feelings

of students ,later in their elementary schooling?

Not

In the Fall of 1976, the Student Attitude Inventory was administered

to the same sample of sixth graders identified for the SAT reading and

mathematics achievement tests.

Once again, no stgnificant.differences were found on scores of aay.

of the seven subscales favoring students who had Spent at least three

years in 3'on 2 classrooms over those who had spent at least three years

in self-contained classrooms during the primary grades, kindergarten

through grade three.
16

'

17
It should be noted that the one subscale,

"attitudes about school in general," which favored 3 on 2 students

tested in the third grade, did not differentiate between the twO groups

in the,sixth grade testing.

%
In summary, seven affective subscales in the Student Attitude

Inventory were administered to students--(1) general self-appraisal,

(2) self-appraisal in relations with peers, (3) self-appraisal in

school situation, (4) 'general att4tudes about school, (5) attitudes in

relation to school social structurre and climate, (6) attitudes in relation

to school authority and control, and (7) instructional self-directedness

of students. These subscales were administered to two groups of students

rn the third grade. One group had studied in 3 on 2 classrooms for at

least three years and the other group had studied in self-contained

classrooms for at least three years. The subscales were also

administered to two groups of sixth graders. One group had studied in

3 on 2 classrooms during the primary grades for at least three years and
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the other group had studied in self-contained classrooms dying the

primary grades for at least three yeers.

The results for the affective areas are consistently the same--no

significant differences. (As has been noted, there was one contradictory

result in the third grade testing'where "attitudes about school in

general" favored 3 on 2 students. This finding did not hold, however, in

the sixth grade testing where Oere were no significant differences.)

Summary. of Results on Aihieving_ Program Goals

Overall, the 3 on 2 Program has failed to produce any greater gains

on the Cognitive and affective program objectives than the outcomes

produced in self-contained classrooms. Following are program goals followed by

statements showing failure to meet the stated goals.

1. To acquire basic academic learnings.

A. The reading achievements of 3 on 2 students are no better

than those of students in Self-Contained classrooms.

B. The mathematical skills of 3 on 2 students are no better

than those of students, in self-contained classrooms.

2. To develop autonomy in.learning (self-direction).

Students in 3 on 2 classrooms are no more self-directive than

students 6-i'self-cOntained classrooms.

3. To develop a more realistic and positive self-concept.

Students in 3 on 2 classrooms have no better self-appraisal in

general, in relation to school, or in relation to their peers,

than is the case for students in self-contained classrooms.

4. To establish satisfying interpersonal relationships.

The school sentiments of .students in 3 on 2 classrooms are not

different-from those of students in self-contained classrooms.
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Interactions of socio-economic status (SES) with classroom

organization on a few variables were reported in the footnotes for

comprehensiveness of reporting. On these few variables, students from a

particular leVel of SES (loW, medium, or high) ippeared to do better in

one classroom organization over the other. Since these interactions were

reversed between levels of SES, they do not favor 3 on 2 over self-

contained classroom organization.

Thus, the 3 on 2 dream, as it pertains to improved student

achievement in the cognitive areas of reading and mathematics, and as it

pertains to improved student attitude's, continues to be a dream--a dr,am

that eight years later still has not come true.

The Views of Teacherst_ParentsiLPrincipals
anif Other CTfizens on Ihe on / Program

Although this evaluation team believes that 3 on 2, like any

educational program, should justify itself on the basis of student

educatidnal outcomes$ the team collected data on the history, operations,

and characteristics of the 3 on 2 Program. This information was garnered

from many sources. For example, there were six open hearings, widely

publicized, to which all interested citizens were invited. piterviews

were conducted with officials in the executive and legislative branches

of state government, with Board of Education members, with Department of

Education leaders, and with teachers, parents, principals, district

school leaders, students, and other interested Citizens. Questionnaire

data were collected from teachers, parents and principals in the Spring -

of 1976. All of the state's 2,379 primary kindergarten through grade

three) teachers were invited to complete a questionnaire. Three-fourths

of them did. All of the state's 175 elementary school,principals were
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invited-4o complete a questionnaire. Eighty-two percent of them did.

random sample of 1,897 parents with children in 3 on 2 classroom or

self-contained classrooms were invited to compleallquestionnaires.

Fifty-one percent of the-p6ients did.

In addition, two other questionnaires were distributed in the Fall

of 1976: A random sample of primary (kindergarten through grade three)

teachers were invited to complete a "Teacher Views of Classroom

Instruction" questionnaire. And, a random sample of fourth grade teachers

were invited to complete a questionnaire designed to ascertain if there

were observed differences between students in 3 on 2 clastrOoms and those

in self-contained classrooms during the primary grades.

Teachers' and Parents' Views on Pupil Achievement
of Cogpftive and Af/ective Objectives

How do teachers and parents view the 3 on 2 classroom organization in

relation to the self-contained classroom organization on cognitive and

affective objectives?

Reading. and Mathematics: Therfikwere no discernible differences

between the descriptions provided by teachers in 3 on 2 classrooms and

those in self-contained classrooms regarding the average progress of

Students in their classes i reading and mathematics./8

Grade four teachers were asked if they could identify which of their

students had been in 3 on. 2 and which had been in self-contained class-

rooms. Only the data frbm those who replied in the affirmative are

reported in this sectioll.

A.greater proportjon of grade four teachers indicated.that the

statements "are well kepared in reading" and "are well prepared in

arithmetic" were more!true for self-contained than for 3 on 2 students.
19
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Becoming IndependentLearners: Teachers of 3 on 2 clasies and

teachers of self-contained classes described the progress of their students

toward "becoming independent 1earners" in very similar ways--no discer'nible

differences.
20

Again, a greater number of 4rade four teachers indicated ihat the

statement "are self-directed learners" was more true of self-contained

students than of 3 on 2 students, with approximately half indicating

"no d1fference."
21

/ Exercising Self-Control: The 3 on 2 and the self-contained classroom

teachers described the progress of their students toward "exercising self-

. control" in a very similar way--no discernible differences.
22

Twenty of the 51 fourth gradeAeachers indicated that the statement

"misbehaves frequently in class" was more true of 3 on 2 students. No

teacher felt this statement was more true of students from self-contained

classrooms.
23

\
There was no difference between the way parents of 3 on 2 students

and the parents of self-contained students described the self-control

exercised by their children while at home.24 ,

, !

itWise l of Time: There were no discernible differences between the

way in which 3 on 2 and self-contained classroom teachers described the

average progress of their students toward "using time wisely
"25

A greater number of fourth grade teachers felt the statement

"plan and use their time well" was more true of self-contained students

than 3 on 2 students (23 compared to 10, with 15 "no difference").
26

There was no difference between the parents of 3 on 2 and self-

contained children in their description of the way in which their

children spent their time at home.
27
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Qevelopino a Positive Self-Concept: There were no discernible

differences between the descriptions, provided by alin 2 teachers and by

teachers of self-contained climes on the average progress of their

"
classes toward "developing a more positive self-concept.

28
,

Over half of the fourth grade teacheri indicated there was no

difference for the two groups in the positive self-image they possessed.29

Gettinq Aiong with Other Children: There was no discernible

difference between the descriptions provided by teachers of,3 on 2 and

self-contained classes on the progress of thdir classes toward "getting

along with over children."
30

Approximately two-thirds of the fourth grade teachers indicated

there was no difference between the two groups in their ability tO "get

along well with other students. 1131

There were no discernible,differences in the descriptions by parents

of 3 on 2 students and parents of self-contained students about' the honesty

and onness of their child's communication and the ability of their child

to get along with brothers and sisters.
32

In summary, reported above are the views of teachers and parents on

the rate of student progress toward meeting cognitive and affective

objectives. Although these objectives have been degcribed as important

ones for 3 on 2 classrooms, there were no differences reportedlin progress

which/favored the 3 on 2 crassrooms. These data reinforce th/ student test

data 'reported earlier which failed, emphatically, to make a chse for 3 on 2.

Views on Other Objectives

At given points in time since the inception of 3 on 2, particular

-objectives have been enunciated which are not related directly to student.

educational outcomes. However, some of the objectives, if achieved,
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would be supportive of cognitive and ffectivutcomes. Where data are

available, the views of teachers, parents-lind.kincipals on these
t

objectives are reported.

To Increase Counselin Service fórili I1C)atiePar nts: Th

objective "to increase counseling services for pupils and parents" fs,

no doubt, a worthy one; but there is ntilavidence that the objective waa

either pursued ortathieved in 3 on 2 classroom more than ii was in

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

self-contained classrooms. The objectivewas viewed is being equally

important by teachers in 3 on 2 classroom dnd those in self-contained

c1assrooms.
33 .411'

related objective, that of planning and conducting.conferences

with parents, wat viewed similarly. No discernibledifferences in the

importance of this goal were dbserved,between self-contained teachers and

3 on 2 teachers; correspondingly, the relative frequency of parent-teacher

Conferences, as reported by the parents, was very similar.
34

To Assess Each Pupils Educational Pro9resS: TNe objective of'

as-sessing each pupil's educational progress was viewed af being equally

important by teachers in 3 on 2 classrooms and tha$e in self-contained

classrooms. 35

To Accommodate Students with Special Needs: The majority of the

sample of teachers and principals believe that both 3 on 2 and Self-

contained classrooMs are appropriate for Chijdren with short attention

spans,.children of high, average, pr low ability, children With behavior

problems, shy children,,and children.with varying socio-economic

backgrounds. However, most of tbe teachers.believe that self-contafned

claSsrooms are more appropriate for children who lack. self-direction.
36

The majority of the sample of parents believe that chil elkwith the
,

following characteristics should not be placed in 3 on 2 clas es:
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"children with learning problems," and, child* who lack self-
.

direction." A third 41mOre questioned the advisability of 3 on 2 fpr
r-

"children with short attention spans," "children who learn slowly," and

"children who don't behave well in school.
H37

Apparently, judging from the-above observations by teachers,

'principals, and parents, the claims that 3 on 2 classrooms offer sPeci 1

1(opportunities and provide special attention to children with special n ct:

A
are not claims shared by the majority of'teachers, principals, and

parents of primary grade students.

To Provide for Variable Grouping: One objective related to the

effective operation of 3 on 2 is to provlde for variable instructional

grouping of the students based on the nature of the learnet', the

determination of what needs to be learned, and the nature of.instructional

activities. 'There was no discernible difference between the way in which

teachers of 3 on 2 and teachers of self,contained classes viewed the

importance of individual diagnosts of student learning. There was,

however, a small difference favoring 3 on 2 in the importance of the

goals related to the formation of groups: flexibility in.grouping

students, USe of small groupsinstruction, and one-to-one pupil-teacher

interactions.
38

IT° Provide for Flexible Scheduling: The objective of allowing

pupils to progress ailtheir own rate of learning was viewed as being

equally important by'teachers of 3 on 2 classrooms and those in self-

co'ntained classrooms<39.

To Provide for Flexible Use of Classroom Space: Three-on-two teachers,

comparison to setf-contained teachers, rated the goal of flexible use of

classroom Owe slightly more positively.
40
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In summary, each of the objectives described above l'efers to

operational objectives stated as part Of the program specifiCations for

1 on 2 classrooms. The.evidence Collected in this evaluatidn indicated

only a small differen0e0in the importance of these program stipulations

as viewed by 3 on 2 'lachirs and self-contained teachers; the small

difference, when it did occur, favored 3 on 2. Classroom Observational

data, reported later in this report, suggest that differences fn

imOlemelption of these goal statements between 3 on 2 classrooms and

self-contained classrooms again slightly favor 3 on 2. What is clear,

though, is that despite the differences in goal statements summarized

above, 3 on 2 students do not perform in a superior manner on any of the

program objectives, as previously noted in this report.

Basic Deficiencies in Design and Operation of 3 on 2

Th'ere are some fundamental problems associated with 3 on 2. Some

of these prob.lems date back to the conceptualization and design of the

'v

organizational mode; an& rs have plagued its operations over the

40years.

The team has already9ktablishe4the failure of 3 on 2 to yield
11

greater educational outcomes that those' 4elf-contained classrooms.

In this section, some of the conceft

of 3 on 2 are identified .444

1. Three on Two ki4.10t7

A ' :

44- I,gn and operational problems

:it..
cus9adolitt0,11

ugwrated as an experimental program.;

rather, it began with the ex. Aied objective "to eliminate the self-

contained classroom in kindergarten through grade three and eventually

grades four through six.
,41

While the implementation strategies called for

program evaluation, the objectives were clear that within six years, all of
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primar'y education was to be 3 on 2 and phase-in would begin In the

seventh year with grades four, five and six. Thus, the goodnessa

9 on 2.was assumed before the first classroom was organtzed a most

unusual and-unwarranted 1nib44.14.tion of an innOvation.

2. Objectives of 3 on 2 have been ambiguous since its inception

in 1968.

Retrospective objectives which have been written intermittently since

1968 have changed over the years. These changes have introduced

inconsistencies that thwart efforts of teachers and principals to

implement 3 on 2.

The evaluation.team has identified and reviewed 29 sets'of objectives

which have been written sinCe 1968. These objectives have emanated from

offices of the DOE and reports of legislaio$ve comMittees.42

.Although some themes appear to cut through the various sets of

objectives (e.g., team teaching, vertical grading, variable teacher-pupil

ratios, attention to pupils with special needs--gifted and slow learners),

there are new objectives introduced from time to time (e.g., affording

counseling time to each teacher, promoting diagnostic teaching,

individualizing education, and eliminating the need for hiring

substitutes).

Objectives of 3 on 2 which have been written have not been

communicated with sufficient clarity for teachers to implement or for

parents to voice informed opinions about the placement of their children

in 3 on 2 or self-contained classrooms. For example, responses to.the

questionnaire revealed that only about one-fourth of the parents claimed

to "knOw very much about -the program."43 Furthermore, approximately
111*

two-thirds of the principals did not believe parents understand enough

about the 3 on 2 15?.ogram (or schooling in general) to make that choice
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wisely.
44

About half of the primary grade teachers who responded to the

question did not believe parents have enough information to make the

spoice wisely; another one-third of the teachers responded "don't know.
"45

qrthermore, most parents said that they were not given a choice in the

classroom assignment of their children. Most of the teachers agree;

and forty-two percent (42%) of the principals of schools with both 3 on 2

and self-contained classrooms acknowledged that parents were mot given a

choice.
46

Primary teachers were asked if the 3 on 2 Program is limited by a

lack of specificity about program goals antkprocedures; and a substantial

number (over one-third) of the 3 on 2 teachers either agreed that there

is a lack of specificity or they indicated that they "don't know." Of

the self,contained teachers, seventy-seven percerit (77%) either indica,ted

that there is'a lack of pecificity for 3 on 2 program objectives orthat

they "don t know."47

The teachers were asked to rate from "very great" to "very little Or

none" the extent to which 22 different goal statements were goals

of their classes. Responses of 3 on 2 and self-contained teachers are

notable by their similarity.
48

Overall, the objectives of 3 on 2 education which have been

enumerated are not appreciably different from objectives of all primary

education in Hawaii. Indeed, the first set of objectives published by

the DOE acknowledged that, "Specffic learning outcomes are the same for

all children whether they are placed in 3 on 2 or self-contained

classrooms. These are: to acquire basic academic learnings; to

increasingly develop self-direction; to develop a more realistic and

positive self-concept; and to establish satisfying interpersonal

re)ationships."
49

This same point was reiterated in subsequent
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statements.
50

These overall edUtatiOnal Objettives-were extended-and

modified in otherprogram documents of a more comprehensive sCope.
51

Attention hai already been called to the fact that 3 on 2 objectives

changed from time-to-time. The point here is that 3 on 2 litkeo objectives

which were unique, and which were stated with sufficient clarity. The

charge to 3 on 2 teachers seems to have been "do what everybody else is

_supposed_to be_doing, but do it more effectively."

3. Contrary to the well-established principle of'program planning

.and development that "form follows function," 3 on 2 'was destgned as an

organizational form without a clear understanding of educational outcomes

or functions which were to be served by the new classroom organization.

In 1973, then Superintendent Dr. Shiro Amioka reported to the House

Education Committee that, "The 3 on 2 Program is not a program per se,

but.rather may be described as an organizational pattern which makes it

easier for teachers to individualize instructiOn.
"52

An organization without a program invites a wide variety, indeed a

hodge-podge, of prograr for the structure. The team discovAkd that

such has been the cas making the use of the twm "program"-for 3 on 2

Subject to anybody's definition. One teacher observed that in her school,

"Two out of three of the 3 on 2 flassesmare being-taught like self-

contained classes. Each 3 on 2 class is divided into three groups, one

group is usually taken to another available rpom to minimize the confusion,

distraction, noise, movement, and behavior problems cause by large 3 on 2

classes."
53

q

4A Contrary to another well-established principle of program

planning and development that "those who are expected to implement a

program are involved in its design," 3 on 2 was conceptualized and

designed with no appreciable participation or input from teachers and
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principals. As a consequence, this absence of professional input has

rendered the "program" of questionable educational merit.

There is no small amount of folklore about how 3 on 2 came about.A'

Some claim it was the brainchild of the Superintendent; dthers claim the

idea belonged'to the Senate Education Chairman. Still others think it

came from the DOE's Research Divisiori. Teachers know the idea was not

theirs; and principals know the idea was not theirs. In response to the

question, "Who was primarily responsible for the decision to implement

(or not to implement) the 3 on 2 Program in your school?", about one-third

of the primary (K-3) teachers indicated that they thought the principal

was responsible, about eighteen percent (18%) thought the DOE was responsible

while one-third indicated they did not know." By far, thepost prominent

answer to the question by principals was "I don't know."55

With an unbelievably short notice (approximately two summer months)

teachers and principals were told to "tool up" for a new programuwhich

would eventually eliminate every self-contained elementary classroom in

the state! And, initially, 218 new teachers were to be employed.

Teachers and principals were told (on July 25, 1968) that, "The plan-Will

begin operation in September 1968, through state designation of the numDer

of teams to be employed in each district, and subsequent districto

identification of coequal teams in select schools.
"56

5. By definition and in 'practice, the 3 on 2 teams are wibout

effectrive leadership for plann16k: Tearlmembers are defined as "coequals"

without a designated'team leader.

.In the first official publication of 3 on 2 objectives and

iMplementation strategies,
57 the teams of three teachers ere .qeseribed

as "coequals." That term has'persisted over the years. Why some

guidelines were never established for designating a team leader, or a
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system of self-selection, is unknown. The teaching teams found various

schemes for assignment of responsibilities among members of teams--

annual rotation, alphabetical rotation daily rotation, self-appointed

leaders, and others. If verybody's responsibility is nobody's

responuibility, then, for certain, nobody's responsibility is nobod0

responsibility. One teacher stated the case succinctly, "Because of our

human weakness, it was eas to 'pass the buck'--whether it was record-

keeping, general 9ozkeeping, disciplining of children--there was always

someone to do it if you 'forgot'."58

6. The composition of 3 on 2 teams is without a discernible

rationale which is applied uniformly.

Possibly, the most pervasive complaint of teachers and principals

about 3 on 2 was "incompatability of team members."59 This was not a

surprising finding in view of the absence of role definitions for

teachers as team members. Some teachers, anticipating the inevitable

elimination af all elementary self-contained classrooms, caucused with

fellow teachers with wOom they thought tlpeyreqm10 get4Vong, and0 op

voluntarily fnied teams. Others werelissiglaid4414imst the principal.
4

Others stoutly resisted teaming. Conditions were such that in 1970, the

Legislative C nference Committee called for "a course of action to

remedy the problems arising fr6m incompatible teachers working together."
60

7. The substantial cost of .3 on 2 education beyond the costs of

self-contained classroom education cannot be justified to Hawaii taxpayers
41

on the basis of educational merits of the program.

Innovations in education typically are iostly and the 3 on 2 Program

appears to be particularly so. Clearly, the question of costs could not

be answered solely cri the basis of how much an innovation might be

expected to cost. Rather, costs 'should be examined in relation to the

41
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merits of the innovation. Thus, a fundamental question about costs is

whether the commitment of fiscal and human resources to an innovation can

be justified oft the basis of its educational merits. How much is too

much depends on the expected outcomes. This perspective prompted the

team to pose two questions relating to 3 on 2 Program costs:

a. To what specific ends are the 3 on,2 Program resources

committed?

b. Can the commitment of such resources be

of the educational yield of the program?

As indicated elsewhere in thislreport, there is ample evidence that

the 3 on 2 Program was conceptualized as an organizational rather than a

programmatic innovation and has be4n implemented essentially as such.

There are no program objectiveS that are unique to the 3 on 2 Program.

Whatever program objectives that may be attributed to the program have

come from a general set of objectives applicable to all primary

education in Hawaii. The answer to the question about specific ends to

which the 3 on 2 Program resou'rces are committed must therefore be in the

on the basis

negative. That is, such resources have been committed to no specific

instructional purposes other than the overall program objectives

foLlated for all priMary education in Hawaii.

Failing to produce results that are unique to the program does not

mean necessarily that the program is without merit; commitment of
%

resources to the 3 on 2 innov tion could be justified if the program were

shown to be more efficient in (luting the commonly desired student

outcomes. Unfortunately, as reported earlier, there is no evidence that

3 on 2 has done so. On the contrary, the data,in fatt show ihat: 3' Onj

students have not achieved better in reading than students in self-

contained classes. Nor have they, performed better in mathematics than
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their self.:cOntained counterpart. In affective areas, the self-contained_

students have done just ts well as the 3 on 2 students. Not a single

student achievement area tested showed 3 on 2 to besuperior to self-

cmntained classroom instruction.

Substantial amounts of fiscal and human resources have been

committed to and, indeed, expended on 3 on 2. Although detailed cost

data are not discussed here, it is worth pointing out that close to

$9 million in additio9al personnel cost was expended on the 3 on 2

Jprogram for the past school year (197576). The co4esponding figure

projected for the coming school year (1976-77) is well over $10 million.

At this rate, each 3 on 2 student next year will cost taxpayers $355

more than that which will be spent on the education of each student

enrolled in self-contained classrooms.
61

Since the extra costs are not accompanied by increases in student

educational outcomes or other evidences of educational merit, the

inescapable conclusion is tiat the 3 on 2 Program, started in 1968

perhapS with more enthusia than sound planning, in fact represents a

1

long-term inAstment of fiscal and human resoueces without visible

promise of payoff. The .team reiterates its lAtroductory observation that
ct

substantial costs of 3 on 2 beyond the costs of self-contained classroom

education cannot be justified to Hawaii taxpayers on the basis of

educational merits of the program.

Classrobm Descriptions

Durin§, the Spring data gathering site visit, membeq of both teams

vifited Schodli in all of the state's chool districts. Observations

were carried out '111,25 classrooms, both'l on 2 and self-contained; and
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(principals, teachers, parents, and students were interviewed. These

School visits were of enormous help to the team in gaining an under ending

of teaching and learning in Hawaii classrooms. The team members re

struck by the great variety of classroom cdfifigurations and modes of

instruction. These variations occurred in 3 on 2 and self-con intd

classrooms. As a consequence of this experience,,the Adversary Team

decided that it would be useful to the overall evaluation effort to do

more controlled observttions in the Fall. The team sought assistance front

a specialist in open education, and the project co-directors contacted

Dr. Vito Perrone, of the University of North Dakota, a nationally

recognized expert. Dr. Perrone recommended the services of one of his

former research associates, Dr. Michael Q. Patton, Director of the

Minnesota Center for Social Research, the University of Minnesota.

Dr. Patton joihed the team for the Fall site visit, trained team members

in the use of an observation interview guide to measure classroom

instructional diversification, individualization, formality-informality,

and centralization. The team drew a random sample of schools, and

randomly selected 3 on 2 classrooms (grades two and three) and self-

contained third grade classrooms to observe. The teacher of each of the

classrooms. (in the case of 3 on 2 one teacher was randomly selected from

the team),and at least onv_randomly selected student were interviewed.

Dr. Patton visited fourteen classrooms anl members of the iteam collectively

visited 29 additional el

contained.

oms--twenty-one 3 on 2 and eight self-

Team members identified each classroom as to school district and

organizational scheme and then described the observations in accordance

with the following outline:
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A typical_ day's schedule.

I. Classroom activities, specially in the teaching ofreading
and Mathematics.,

AII. Proportional expenditure of teacher s time spent during a
typical day working with all of the students as a group, small
groups, and individuel students.

IV. Ways in which students help (or hinder) each other.

V. Method'of handling discipline problems in the classroom.

VI. Individualization-in-the-classroom.-

VII. Opportunities for students to make decisions among options or
alternatives.

VIII. Relationship of teacher and students.

IX. Teacher .contacts with parents.

X. Description of teacher teaming (3 on 2 classrooms).

XI. Other pertinent observations.
1

The classroom descriptions are included in the Technical Report.62

From these observations and interviews the team4/as able to describe

similarities and variations of classroom operations. There was, as might

be anticipated, a wide range in "overall individualization," a composite

of scores on the separate dimensions of classroom structure

(individualization, diversification, peer interaction, and decentraliza-

tion). Dr. Patton, for example, observed a distribution of three

classrooms rated high, nine rated medium, and two rated low. The

Adversary Team observed a distribution of eight classrooms rated high,

fifteen rated medium, and six rated low. Furthermore, from these two

sets of observations the wide range in "overall indtmidualization" was

apparent in both the sample of 3 on 2 classrooms and the sample of

self-contained classrooms.

Team members were struck 6y the innovayive nature of some of the

self-contained classrooms. In One school for example, three

77
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self-contained third grade teachers were teaming to teach specialized subjects

in keeping with the special expertise of each teacher. In tWo other

self-contained classrooms, individualization exyteeded that of any of the

3 on 2 classrooms observed. Within self-contained classrooms, it is

possible for the te4her to achieve Ole same degree of individualization

expected from 3 on 2 teams.

Concludin Observations

The evaluation teams were charged to evaluate the effectiveness of

3 on 2. As the evaluatibn was being carried out, many questions, were

raised about the political and economic considerations of expanding,

rdtaining at the current level, reducing the scope, or terminating the

program. Many wondered if 3 on 2 funds might be available for other

educational uses if the program were reduced in scope or terminated.

Others wondered what would happen to the tenured 3 onf2 teachers if the

.to
program were reduced in scope or terminated. Still others wondered about

alternative programs that might be adopted as-replaceMents for 3 on 2 if

the resources were retained by the DOE. These issues are interesting to

the teams and are of enormous importance to the educational policy and

decision makers in the state. However, these matters go beyond the

charge of the evaluation team, which was obligated to study the program

thoroughly and carefupy, and to "tell it like it is."

The Adversary Team has carried out its charge fOthfully. The team

was obligated to study the data carefully and identify weaknesses of

3 on 2. The weaknesses identified are legion. Yet, none have been.

identified and reported which are not substantiated by the data.
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The team concludes that the 3 on 2 classroom organizational structure

has failed to provide educational outcomes beyond those of self-contained

ilassrooms, that there are serious imperfections in its conceigualization,

Aesign and operation's, and that, indeed it is not a program but a

structure, a classroom configuration. The team has found little to

recommend it for the future.

On the other hand, the decision-makers must be impressed, as the

team was, by the range of talents (special areas 6f expertise) which

this evaluation has shown to extst among primary teachers in both 3 on 2

and selontained classroom organizations.
63

With the array of talents

among the teachers; with the dedication bf Hawaii's citizens for

achieving high quality education for their children; and with Hawaii's

educational leaders who fearlessly ask that their programs be studied and

that the evaluators "tell it like it is," this team of evaluators

concludes that the future As bright for the making of Wisp educational

decisions in the state.
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FOOTNOTES

3 on 2 Evalua len Rewrt 197 77 i 1 R r . Port-
an. o. or es 'fig one uca on a.ora ory, a ary 1977..

"Hawaii 3 on 2 Student Enrollment by District, Program and Grade
Level," Mimeographed. Hawaii Department of Education, corrected
November 4, 1976.

3. The 3 on 2 Program. Hawaii Department of Education, July 25, 1968.

4. 3 on,2 Long-Range Program Impr9viment Pips, 1974-1977. Hawaii
Departmeo of Education, /4Tv t§74.

5. See Technical Report, Table 12

6. See Technical Report, Tables 17 and 21

7. There was one inferaction of'classrgom organizition with socio-
economic status (SES). High socio-economic status (HSES) students
in 3-on 2 classrooms scored higher than the HSES students in self-
contained classrooms on ohe subtest, "Selecting Examples and Synonyms
to Match Contextual Definitions." This relationship was reversed for
low socio-economit status (LSES) students, with LSES students in
self-contained classrooms scoring higher on the.subtest than LSES
students in 3 on 2 classrooms. (See Table 20, Subtest 1.)

8. See Technical Report, Table 10

9. See Technical Report, Tables 17 and 21

10. There were interaCtions between classroom organization and socio-
economic status on three subtests. HSES students in 3 on 2 class-
rooms scored higher than HSES students in self-contained classrooms
on the "Fractional Numerals and Number Words" subtest, while LSES
students in self-contained classrooms scored higher on the subtest
than did LSES students in 3 on 2 classrooms. (See Table 20, Subtest 6.)

In contrast, HSESself-contained students scored higher than,HSES
3 on.2 students on two subtests, "Ordering Cardinal Numbers" and
"Addition with Two-Digit Numerals." The pattern was reversed for
LSES students. On the subtest, "Addition with Two-Digit Numerals,"
there was further interaction with the use of Hawaii English Program
(HEP) materials; i.e., HSES self=tonteined students in ri on-HEP class-

rooms scored higher than HSES 3 on 2 students in non-HEP classrooms.
while the reverse was true for HEP classrooms: (See Tab.es 23, 24 and
25 respectively.)

11. See Technical Report, Table 30

12. See Technical Report, Table 34
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13. There was an interaction. of classroom organization with socio-economic
ltatus on the subscale, "Splf-Appraisal in General." HSES self-
contained student's had a iliore positive self:-appraisal than HSES 3 on 2 ,

students. The relationship was reversed for medium socio-economic
status .(MSES) students; there were no significant differences for.
LSES students. (See Table 35.)

14. See Technical Report, Table 34

15. See Technical flpepoirt:41rab1e 34

16. See Technical Report:lable 37

17. There was an intera*ction between classroom organization and SES on
two subscales, "Self-Appraisal in!Relation to Peev",and "School
Sentiment in Relation to Social Structure and Cliffate." HSES self-
contained students scored higher than HSES 3 on 2 students; whereas
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Anyone who has ever observed or participated in a formal debate will

agree that it is at the rebuttal stage that things really get interesting

For it is during the rebuttals that:the two adVersariaT teams reallylieke
#

out after each other, attempting to refute the opposing team's oleims and

4"assail-the weaknesses in the opponents' proposals. Similarly, the

members of our Advocate Team had been looking forward to receiving the

Adversary Team's report so that we could discover:where they thought the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was weak. We were eager to defend 3 ob 2.

It was with considerable disappointment, therefore, that we read

through the Adversary Team's heport when, on the appOinted day in mid-

December, we received it in Portland, Oregon. The Adversary Team report fails L-
k,

to spell out in crisp fphion just what,ii is that our opponenti think is

so inadequate about thi Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Oh, there are'criticisms

in thereport, and plenty of them. .Burthe organization of the report is

such that we.fo,und it necessary to read most careftilly in order to ferret

out just what the tiversary Team eeally,believes are the major defects of

3 on 2.

Furthermere, al hough ehe Adyersary Team recommends by implication
/ HP

an outright termination of tihe pr'ogram, ihey fail to provtde one legitimate

counter-proposal for consideratiOn. Meaningful educationarevaluation

should provide decision-makers wfth information needed to make choices

among action alternatives. Where are the alternatives which theAdversarY

Team proposes? We had hoped-to engage in sensible contrasts between the

merits of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program and one or more counter-proposais set

forth by our adversary colleagues. But such counter-proposali do not ,

exist in.the Acbiersary Team!s report.. No, they imply that cit'izens of

Hawaii shoUld obliterate an eight-,4ar, multimillion dollar investment in

educational improvement..

4
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No attention is given to the financial, educational, or1 social impli-

cations of such a course of action. No effort is made to explain the

feasibility of dischargfng hundreds of tenured teachers, nor to calculate

the economic impact on the state that hundreds of unemployed teachers

would create, nor to gauge the certain educational upheaval that would

accompady the massive shifting of.the non-terminated teachers throughout

the state shbOd-3 on 2 be abandoned. No, instead, the Adversary TeaM

IP .

merely suggests that the program be terminated. In our view, such a
/

suggestion withOut an accompanying analysis of its iMplications is not
1 t

.
',, ..

resPonsive to the needs-of,Oecision-makers in Hawaii.

,The Adversary Team's kain Conclusions

After reviewing our colleagues' report we were able, we believe, to

sort-Out their main arguments. As we see it, the Adrersary Team believes

that the Hawali 3 on 2 Program,should be terminated because-f (1) ChiLdren

in 3 On 2 classes dd not score substantially better on Oe achievement

and affective'measures used in.the evaluation; (2) Hawaii educators do not

view the Hawaii 3 on 2 PrOgram as being,euccessila; (3) Even though a

series of 3 On 2 operational objectives appear to be viewed as more impor-

tant by 3 on 2 teAchers, theWe differences were not eifficiently large;

1(4) The,Hawaii 3 on OProgram was not effectively installed, nor hap it

,been properly nurtured aince its inception; (5) The costs of the Hawaii
1

on 2 Program are excessive; (6) It is possible to achieve the same

degree of individualizdtion in a self-contained class as in a 3 on 2 class.

These,.then are the Adversary Team's majoe points. How well do they

defend them? In our; view, not well at all. Let's take these claims up,

,point-by-point, to examine thpjr validity.



Q14ttm fl: Chilchien in 3 on.2 Classes did not score substantially

bettim on the achie04meni and affective tesituved in the evaluation.

With respect to this contention, our Advocate Team's injOkial report deals

extensively with the numerous reasons that the kinds of testing instru-

ments Ainployed in the evaluation were suspect. In all likelihood, the

41111P

rdiied achieverilent lists used were instructionally insensitive to

th f'ecis'oeithe3 On i Program. The criterion referenced achievement

tests provided only after-the-fact instructional targets, hence no targets,

at all. The pupil affective meilsurei, prepared under considerable time

pressure, failed to discriminate effectively between pupils, even within

a particular subpopulation such as the students in 3 on 2 or self-contained

classes. In short, the results yielded by these measures, while sugges-

. tive, should hardly be considered definitive.

But, one might ask, if you Advocate guys thought the measuring.

instruments were inadequate, why did u agree to have them usegl? AfterA
all, aren't weak measures worse than no measures at all?

Well, you'll have to remember the advocate-Adversary structure of .

this evaluation. .According to our understanding of the groUnd rules, either

team would have the right to go after data which mignt be useful to its

side of the case. Both teams agteed, in advancb: to secure 0 wide-

ranging array of potentidlly relevant data. The test results, if they are

szccepted without reservation, duindeed favor the Adversary Team's posi-

tion. They Pd a responSibility to secure such data. Gurteam would have

olsor ha& the 'coin toss put us on the other side of the case. But if so,

we would ha've expected that our opponents would.have eArcfsed their

proper responsibility-and pointed out any deficiercies of the testing

instrumnifs'.u9ed. Merely because a testing device is employed does not

aKtomatically render its results sacrosanct.,

4
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While dur team would have been jubilant (and astonished) had the

test results come out in ,favor of-3 on 2 kids, we were far from distressed

that there were no significant differences between the 3 on 2 and self-

contained youngsters. Given the natu of the measuring Instruments,

such results were to be expected. They are definitely not damning to the

Hawaii 3.on 2 Program.

Claim #2: Hiwaii eduOptors.ab not view the Hawaii 3 on Progrop as

being succesefta. In a section of their report dealing with the views

of teachers, parents,,and principals, the Adversary Team attempts to

demonstrate that the 3 on 2 Program is not viewed by gawaii educators as

being successful. Their attempt was decisive failure. Let's see why.

tn the ftrst they accuratel identtfied the educational

constituencies oncerned,, n. .chers, parents, and principals. These
//

wdre the three gr upsthat both teams pesonally interviewedand polled

via questionnaires. Why is it, then, that whehe Advocate Team gAs

down 6 partulars, they almost wholly-avoid rlirting any reactions from

principals? After all, principals represent a truly unique constituency,

Whe'reas teachers, whether they are in a self-contained or,3 on 2 class,

may have partisan views because they are actually functioning in one of

the two situations being ev4luated, there is no such built-in bias 'with ,

principals- who have o6 3 on 2 and.self-cohtained classes An their

schools. Suth principals,-as experienced educational leaders, are in a

far better position to appraise objectively the relative merits of 3 on 2

and self-contained classes. Why, then,stere principals' judgments largely

overlooked by the Advicat0eam? The answer is all too clear. Principtli'

4

evaluations were omitted because they represent an emphatic\vote of

support jor ttle Hawait3 on 2 Program.
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Having avoided principals' data for the most part, the Advocate

Team than Presents a aamPla of evaluations from fourth gra4;INachers

regarding the merits of various aspects of 3 on 2 and self-contained

classes. Their fourth grade teachers consistently fail to report anY

dramatic advantages iror the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. 'What a totally

unsIartling finding!

Let's recognize just what's gbing on here. A group of self-contained

teachers is being asked to judge/the relative worth of 3 on 2 and self-

contained classes. Is it not completely predictable that teachers of

self-contained classes would view with more favop that same or4anizational

structure even'it if occurs at a lower grade level? That's like asking a

group of Republicai* governors to appraise the relative worth of Democratic

versus RePublican mayors. Impartiality is impossible.

We want to emphasize the point that the fourth grade teachers' fail-

ure to be supportive.6f the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program does not constitute

significant evidence. Indeed, it may merely represent the partisan view

of a potentially biased group.

In addition to the many responses from fourth'grade teachers, the

Adversary m reports sever) contrasts (pages 11-15) between 3 on 2 and

self-contain based on the reactions of the numerous K-3"teuhers

Whose opinions re gathered via questionnaires. In all seven of.

th se contrasts r example, with respect to such factors as reading

ac
410....

evement and wise se of time),'the Adversary Team reported that
. ,

there were no substantfal differences between the teachers in self-

ontainetclasses and those in 1 on 2.classes in their perceptions of

( s,.

'pupils' average progress with respectto these seven characteristics.

The characteristic phrase used by the Adversary Team was that there were
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'"no discernible differences' between the descriptiops provided by the two

teacher groups.

The Adversary Team again used such data to support their contention

that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program fails to secure support from Hawaii edu-,

cators. They fail tklpte, however, that(there were other questions
1

addressed to the teache; of Hawaii which fail tO coincide with that con-

tention. For example, as reported by our Advocate Team, over 85 percent

of the 1,175 3 on 2 teachers polled and over 50 percent of the 574 self-

contained tedchers polled want'to maintain or expand the Hawaii 3 on 2

.

Program. That hardly sounds like a repudiation:

But let's look more closely even at the seven contrasts reirted by

our cdoileagues from the Adversary Team. If we inspect the data carefully,

we see that when the two groups of teachers were asked to report whether -

their studentrwere making ."very gebat:' progress, in six of the seven-

contrasts a difference inav4O 3 on 2,was reported. Does this sound
A .

like "no discgriii4le.difference?" It doesn't to us..

.In esgence, then, we do not believe that the AdIrsary Team has even

140kroMe close to supporting their contention that Hawaii educatOri fail to

t-

, .

end&se'the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. To the contrary, the manner in which

our colleagues have handled the data dealing with this qUestion suggests

that they recognize their vulnerability on this scbre. As the Advocate

Team demqnstrated accurately in its'original report, the Oincipals,
r

'teachers,,and parents of Hawaii ar:e all supportive of 'the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program. ,In thei view, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program is working.

-)

Claim #1.! E though a series ,V 3 on 2 operationaZ objectives

appeit:IL viewed as more-important by 3.on 2 teaC;ers, these'differences

were not-Sufficiently Zarge.. Frankly, we were 1:serplexed regarding this
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entire section of the Adversary Team's.report. Did they include it to

demonstrate that 3 on 2 teachers believe sOch procedures as instrucOonal

grouping are more important? They dtd just that, of course, and we're

delighted. Our only guesi is that our colleagues were looking for larger

magnitude differences favoring 3 on 2 teachers. Otherwise, this section

of their report ap?ears to favor our case.

Claim 04: The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was not effectively installed,

nor has it been properly nUrtured since its inception. We concede this

point without debate. It is precisely because of the manner in which the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has been,initiated and coordinated by the DOE that

its full instructional potential'has not been realized. Yet, as we

contended in ourforiginal report, even though the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program

b_iarisworkinwevqorkevenbetter'

It is for this reason that we set forth a series of tangible proposals

to provide more effective poE guidance for the program. We feel that the

fadt the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has ucceeded, in spite of the Adverse y

Team's claims about the lack of DOE support it has received, is a yind

cation of the Oogram's basic soundness.

Claim #5: The costs of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program are aw,essive.

In the final eport of the Adversary Team it is stated that "each 3 on

2 student next year (1976-77) will cost taxpayers $355 more than-that

which will be spent on the education of each student enrolled in self-

contained classrooms." ,This statement is false.

'The average elementary teacher's salary and benefits is $20,956 and

for educational assistants is $8,843.1 The average state enrollment for

self-contained classes is 26 students, while the average for 3 on 2 classes

is 59. Thus the gtaff costs per puPil for gelf-contained classes is $806
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while the cost for 3 on 2 classes is $1,066.and the cost for modified 3 on

2 is $860. The cost fdr a self-contained class with a teacher and an

educational assistant is $1,146. At the same time certain instrzuctional

materials costs are less on a per pupil basis in 3 on 2 classes than in

self-contained classes because the materials can be ihared acrosi more

students. For example, the HEP Lanugage Skills replaciOnt costs for',
;-/

1976-77 were $16.38 per pupil in self-contained classesput only $10.88

per pupil in 3 on 2 classes.2

In soMf-3 on 2 classes the student enrollment has risen to 64

A
students. In tys case the per pupil cdst drops t9 $982. With a modi-

fied 3 on.2 class of 64 students, the per pupil cost drops to $793 which

is less them the existing per pupil cost in the average self-contained

class. The point here is that per pupil costs can be manipulated by

dianging the student/teacher ratio.

In viewing the cost of 3 on 2 to the DOE it should be kZ!pt in mind

that:the legislature.has appropriated extra funds to finance 3 on 2 that

ai:e separate from the general.DOE funds. Thus, the funding of 3 on 2 did

not cause the DOE to have to cut back on other educational programs. At the

same time, the money appropriated by the state legislature specifically

for 3 on 2 cannot arbitrarily be used by.the DOE for other purposes. Several

key'legislators have stated in interviews with advocate and adversarY.team

members that if 3 on 2 were terminated, the money would go into the state's

general revenue fund rather than remaining as discretionary funds for DOE

use. The prospects are clear. If the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program termi-

nated, the resources for education in Hawaii may be reduced drnatica1ly.
1

Implications by the Adversary Team to substantially reduce or elim-

inate 3 on 2 have serious cost considerations that cannot be overlooked.

The elimination of 3 on 2 y have disastrous financial and personnel

94
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:repercussions. for Hawaii since the program currently employs 485

teachers, the vast majority of whom are tenured. Termination of 3 on 2

would involve, reallocating some of these teachers and the possible

termination of others s nce Hawaii does not currently employ that many

probationary teachers would be the first to be let go. The Adversary

Team has failed to address these crucial economic and humane problem.

Claim #6: it is possible to acAieve the game depots of individi4-

ali 4sation in a self-contained class as in a 3 on 2 ctass. is claim, if

subjected to any kind of logical analysis, is patently false. It is

absurd to contend that a single teacher can create the same kinds of

individualization opportunties as might be deviseilwhere three teachers

work togter. The individuillization potential in 3 on 2 classes is

dramatically greater.
.

And how do our Adversary colleagues 4pori this logically su$pect

claim? Well, vfn October they received an hour or two's worth of training

from an individualization expert, then spent three or four days observing

classes ih operation. Indeed, they visited 21 3 on 2 classes-and only

eight self-contained classes. Yet, on t4 basis of-their scant training,

their obviously partisan interests, and a data-base of only eight sel,f-
.

contained classrooms, they expect someone AD believe that "within self-

contained classrooms, it is possible for the teacher to achfeve the same

degree of individualfzation expected from a 3 on 2 team." Incredible!

Reprise

oin summary, we have demonstrated that each of the major claims made

by the A6>er

j

ary Team is basically unsupported. They chide the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program because "it is not prOgram, but a structure, a clast-

room conftguration." Well, so what? If it's a classroom configuration
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that works, that's just fine. And the Hawaii 3 ok,2 Program is working.

It can work better, that's certain. We heoolk outli)ttd a series of aocrets

proposals tO improve it. Our Opponents offer only a vague implication

that the program be terminated.

They congratulate themselves for Carrying out their "charge faith-

fully' and for their ability to "tell'it like it is." r ew, their

charge was to render an evaluation that would be helpful to Hawaii

decision-makers regarding the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. An implied recom-
,

mendatioQ that the program should be'terminated, not followed up by

analyses of the effects of such an action, provid little help indeed.

The Advocate Team reasserts its chief rec ndationnamely, that

the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program be maintained at its present level as an

instructionaLoption for Hawaii primary educatio.ris, and that creative

efforts to improft the quality of the program be initlated without delay.

On the basis of that educational evaluation, the choice facing

Hawaii decision-makers is clear: J
(1) To terminate the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program

(2) To maintain and improve the Hawati 3 on 2 Program

We believe that of these two oppons, for the sake of the children

of Hawaii, the choice must be maintain and imprpve:
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FOOTNOTES

1. These figures and the way in which theY were derived are given in
Table 47 in 3 on 2 valu. i'n R sort 197 77 'Vol 1 T hli al

;NW; 197r;.
eg ona ucat ona

2. See Report, Table 48.
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The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program was evaluated through.the use of an advocate-adversary

evaluation design. By random assignment, one'team of evaluators (the Advocate Team)

assumed respohsibility for identifying strengths of the program; and the.other team
(.

n

(the Adversary Te

r
) assumed responsibility for identifying weaknesses. Both teams

used the same ba k of data, which is rePorted in a separate-Technical Report.' Each

team has filed a report which was shared with the other team for rebuttal. This is

the Adversary Team's rebuttal of the Report of the Advocate Team.2

Recommendation and Conclusions of.the Advocate Team

The Advocate Team has recommended that the 3 on 2 Program be maintained at its

a

present level. Conclusions advanced by the team are: (a) the program is working;,

(b) it is working because it possesses some unique instructional advantages; and_

(c) it should be maintained as an instructional option for the children and teachers.

The Adversary Team will show that these conclpsions are not supported by any

educational o tcome data.

J sti ications Adv nced b Advocate Team in S ..ort of Its Conclusions
4o.

The following was adv'anced as evidence in support of the "it's working"

conclsion:

T e team claims to have visited "some" 3 on-2 classrooms which Med

prOdusly been identified by the district curriculum specialists as being excellent.

Theteam id not identify hoW/many such classrooms were visited (only one was

described in the Report) Nor did the team explain why a biased sample of classrooms

priViously determined to be "excellent" was seiected for visitation rather than a .

mcke scientifically defelpsible random selection af classrooms, which could have

reYealed a comprthensive view of them.

2. The team reports results Pew a questionnaire item whirsked elementary

principals, teachers, and parents w at they feel should happen to the 3 on 2

Orogram. Half or more of each rei.pondent category, or sub-category, indicated a

'

.i'eference to expand or keep it at its preset* level.
li

Not menti)ved was the fact
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that 50 percent of the'respondents in two sub-Categories, teachers ln "self-contained

lk

classrooms and parents of students in self-contaiAed classrooms, also recommended

reducing or'elimitiating the program.

POincipals, whose schools had. both 3 on 2 and self-contained clatsrooms,

were asked to estAmate whether students in 3 on 2 or self-contained classroOms were
7711W

making greater progr'ess on each of.14 areas of content, knowledge, and personal
4

development. those who selected one of the two classroom organizations tended-to .

believe that 3 on 2 students were making greatec progress. However; the' reader

must wonder why

believe there.are

team did not report that 50 percent or more of-the principals

differences in progress between the two forms of claslroom

organization on nine of the 14 areas; and on the remaining five areas, at 1eait-30

perCent said-here are no differences. '3
Also, not reported were estimates of

teacKers on the progresS of pupils in their Cl'asses in these.same area', which reveal

no discernible differences between 3 on 2 and self-contained teachers for any.of

the 14 areas.

Six presumed advantages of 3 on 2 advanced as evidence in support of the "it

is worOrig because of unique instructional' advantage;" conclusion were: (a) flexi-

bility to organize students, (b) teachers can instruct in their areas of strength, '

(c) ,collegial interaction of teachers, (d) likelihood of compatible student-teacher

relationships with three teachters in the room, (e) the instructional program can go

on when a teacher is absent, and (f).younger childr:en can learn from older,children.

The following evidence was presented by the teall to support the "advantages":

1. A specialist in individualized instruction thinks there is a higher than

usual degree of teal teaming in 3 on 2 classrooms than that he has found in other

settings.on the ntainland.

2. "Large proportions." of iparents identified four statements as major strengths

of the'program (from among 13 possible selections).

3. Teachers agreed wkth 3 of 14 poOtive'statements descriptive of the 3 on 2

Program; and principals agreed with 5 of the 14 statements.

rA
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Evidence presented by the teem for 'preserving the proctram as an instructional

option" was derived from responses by principals, teachers; and parents to the

'question, "How important do you feel it is to keep 3 on 2 as an option for those
o

schools, students, and teachers who want it?" Most respondents thought it was

either "very important" or l'somewhat important."

In summary, the Advocate Team has recommended retention of 'the 3.on.2 Program

at its current level, on the strength of the following: (a) responses to a cumu-
,

lative total of five questionnaire items selected from three questionnaires, one

each completed by elementary iirincipals, teachers, and parents; (b) team visits to

"some" 3 on 2 classrooms previously judged by district curriculum specialists to

be excellent; (c) a specialist in individualized instruction thinks the teaming in

3 on 2 classrooms is better than that he has seen on the mainland; And (d) presumed

inherent logic of the 3 on 2 classroom configuration.

That is all there is to the recommendation and,to the eiiidence advanced. There

is no more. A less than convincing case for expending $10 million next year, And

even more each year the prOhram is continued at its present level!

A
The Rebuttal

This rebuttal is directed primarily to three aspects of the Advocate Team's

Report: (1) unsubstantied criticisms of self-contained classrooms; (2) the

sparsity of data in support of concl sions; and (3) the Team's fair&T to consider

student achievement.data.

Unsubstantiated Criticisms'of Self-Contained Cla5srooms

Ope cannot fault the Advocate Team for supporting,the 3 on-2 Program. That

'is what it 'was charged to do--to identify and report strengths of the program.

What One can and must fault.the team for doing, however,.is attempting to enhance

3 on 2 by deprecating self-contained classrooms (and teacher's in self-contained

classrooms). One section of the Report, titled "Self-Contained Classes--Self-

Created Problems," contains such unsübstantiated charges as: (a) "All too often,
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teachers in self-contained classes are obliged to assign wheel-spinning activities

to the rest of the class just so they can give ittention to those groups whotneed

it;" and (b) "the idea of providing sustained attention to individual learners must

surely seem illusory to the ,harassed teacher of a self-contained cjass." The team

further asserts that it was because the self-contained class Carried with* it such

"built-in liabilities". that Hawaii educational architects initiated 3 on 2. The

six "advantages" advanced for 3 on 2 are onel which the.team_Asserts,Pcannot be_

present in t single-grade self-contained classroom." While all of these claims are

unsubstantiated, the most reckless threat Os that "iserious negative consequences--

negiitive consequences that would be experienced by the children of Hawaii during

their crucial, formative years" would result if 3 on.2 were eliMinated or seriously

reduced in magnitude. The teamjailed to identify what these serious negat4ve

consequences for ren would be. Certainly there is no evidence to suggest

t(ch4-14\they would lea n less, or be less positiveli inclined toward.themselves, their

--__

so

school or their peers.

4

The Advocate Team implied that the level of competence of elementary teacheri

is a matter of chance. In its reflections on self:contained classrooms, the team

stated, "It we were lucky, we 4ew a good teacher and we learned." Presumably,

3. on 2 would obviate this draw; all students would be lucky. Such an argument pre-
.

supposes that (a) teachers are less than competent and .(b) working together, three

less-than-competent teachers constitute a competent team. Neither of these

suppositions is true in Hawaii No differences were registered in responses of

-\ A

3 on 2 and self-contained teachers who were asked to indicate the percentage of timil

in their own teaching when they did not feel totally confident in their subject

matter competence.
4 Both groups expressed a high level of confidence. Also, both

self-contained and 3 on 2 teachers indicated they possessed a large range of instruc-

tional .strategtes.
5 Further, there were no discernible differences between self-

contained and 3 on 2 teachers in the reported percentages of the work week they'

spert in such activities as small roup instruction, individual instruction,-

0/
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-supervising seat work, preparation of lessons,-and counseling with parents and

individual students; 6
nor were differences reported in goals of their classes. 7

The classroom observations revealed s lar classroom activity profiles. 8
Finally,

97 percent of the teathers in eAch classroom organizational strucfbre indicated

they felt "sure" or "extremely sure" in carrying out all of their teaching

responsibilities.
9

Succinctly stated since the pupil outcome data reveale no differences in_

learning,
10

3 on 2 has not proven to be a viable, working alternative to today's

self-contained classrooms in Hawaii.

The SparsitV of Rata in Support of Advocate Team''s Conclusions
/

The overall evaluation design of 3 On 2 was unusually comprehensive. The

data gathered includognitive achievement test data at three grade levels

(using multiple forms of tests), affective achievement data at two grade levels,

two questionnaires completed by teachers of the primary grades, one questionnaire

completed by each a, the following: (a) fourth grade teachers, (b) parents of

children enrolled in the primary grades, and (c) elementary School principals.

There were classroom observation reportt, printed documents descriptive of 3 on 2,

and much more. The Advocate Team cited data from three questionnaires, but/was

strangely silent on two others. The team cited only five items from the question-

iaires, from among a cumula ive tatal of more than 90 substantive'items. The

team manifested no interestin objective classroom observation data. Furthermore,

i.he team failed to use some printed information descriptive of 3 on 2. For example,

--he team Rroposed,six advantages of 3 on 2 which, it maintains, were "nof plucked

rrom any Department of Education document . . ." Wonder 'why? Surely the team

muld'not presume to claim originality of these "advantages" which are published

11;n at least three documents made available to the team.

Where.did all the data g8'? All wire published in" thp Technical Report. /n4l1

:ere available to the Advocate Team. They just weren't used by the team.
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l.

Had the team used the data, it would have found that those six "advantages"

don't measure up. The first one, "flexibility in grodbing students" is a goal Of

sllf-contained teachers as well as 3 on 2 teaChers,
1,2

and principals see it as 'a

goal of both.
13

Observations made by the Adversary Team,- &nd documented in the

Techhical Report, revealed that teachers in six out of eight self-contained classr

rooms observed regrouped their students into smaller, more homogeneous groups based

on ability. Furthermore, in 15 Of the 21 3 on 2 classrooms observed% teachers. .

indicated the students were placed in essentially three groups for large blbcks of

instructional time; these groups are hot appreciably different from three self-

contained classes
r
one large roo M .

14

The second claim, 'that the 3 on 2 team can capitalize on its members' particular

instructional skills so th0 teachers can instruct in their areas of strength; such

as music, science, or art, presumes that 3 on 2 leadhirig teams were formed qn the

411

basis of each teacher's subject matter expertite. The, teachers, however, when

asked how their teams were formed, said by self-selection (47 percent) and by

personal compatibility (45 percent), Only 15 percent said "to balance subject

matter expertise.
.151

The third claim, that collegial interaction among 3 on 2 teachers makes them

more professional, stronger teachers is not borne ou in theldata; particularly,

pupil learning outcome data reflect no differ ces favoring 3 on 2 teachers.

The fourth claim, "children have a better chance of finding an adtlt to whom

.they.can relate" is mathematically true (by a ratid(of three-to-one). There seems

to pe a presumption, however, that teachers are by nature incompatible with a segment

of their pupils, but that pupils in 3 on 2 clessrooms, by shopping around, can find

one compatible teacher. One.self-contained teaCher who had previously taught six

years in a 3 on 2 classroom said that she was able to know her students better in the

slf-contained classthat students in 3 on 2 classes tended to play One teacher

against t'he others.16'

1
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Me fifth point, "whe9 one teacher is absent, instruction in ,the classroom can

go onI largelY undisturbed, by the other two teachers," seems to argue against the

neea-Vor three teachers.

/Finally, the team's assertion.that "younger children can learn brom the older

children in 3 on 2 classes" may be possible. However, the value of students'

tptoring each other as a formal part of the instructional program is far from 6eing

universally acclaimed by teachers. Twelve of 183 on 2 teachers interviewed in

conjunction with classroom observations by the Adversary Tedh indicated that they.,

do not believe in the practice; nine of them said'student tutoring was more of a

hindrance than educational benefit; and four of the eight self-contained teachert.

interviewed said it was a hindrance.
17

In summary, data presented by the Advocate Team in support of its conclusions

and retommendations were unusually sparse. Advantages of 3 on 2 cited by the team

are restatements of arguments first advanced in 1968 when the program was begun.

In 1968, these statements-were promises of what 3 on 2 might accomplish. Today,

nine years later, they are still promises. Taxpayers have a right, indeed an

obligation, to as hen will the promises become reality? When will students be

expected to learn more because-of this program? There are not yet ahy student

achievement output data which favor the program.

Failure to Consider Student Achievement Data

The Advocate Team acknowledged that'result of the extensive testing program

'did not favor the 3 on 2 Program, but the team maintains it never expected the tests

to identify differences between students in self-contained and 3 on 2 classrooms.

The fault lies in the tests, the team suggests, not in the absence of Ictual

diffe'rences which favor 3on 2. All of the tests were criticized. The no

referenced tests' (NRT) were criticized because they were norm referenced; the

criterion referenced tests JCRT) were criticized because of alleged "after-the-

fact" use of the tists; and the affective tests were criticized because existing
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instruments were.used rather thah the evaluation team's undertaking the development

of new ones.
,4

These criticisms are not valid. ,From the outset of the evaluation, it was

recogkized by.both the.advocate and adversary evaluation teams, and by the project.

` co-directors ttpit students would need to be tested in the cognitive and affective

areas, and multiple forms of measurementwere sefected. The selection of all tests

was endorsed by both_teamsi_the project _co.directors,_and-representatiyes of thri

Hawaii Department of Education.

Use of Standardized Tests. In-selecting the standardized tests, particular

attention was given to content validity--the extent of agreement of the test with

the educational objectives in the basic erreas of reading and mathematics. Additional

selection criteria included the appropriateness of the test matrial and suitability'

of the grade range of the tests for Hawaii students.
18

Criticisms of the use of standardized tests in program evaluation are'not

unusual. Critics generally assert that the fii-t-s cannot detect differences when

two or more prOgrams are contrasted, and they cannot detect differences between ind

among'groups, eeven when other data have reflected differences.

The 3 on 2 evaluation, although comparative in nature, is not'a kovim

evaluation. Two programs WIth different or unique vrogram goals are not being

compared. Rather, 3 on 2 is an alternative classroom organization with the under-

lying assumption that,students in these classes "will exhibit greater gain than

studenti in self-contained classes in attaining the program objectives which are

the same for all childreri regardless of classroom organization."19 Thus, arguments

against the use of standardized tests because of their inadequacies to identify

unique program objectives are not pertinent in this evaluation. With the progrpm

objectives (except.anticipated level of attainment) being the same for both groups,

it is reasonable to expect larger meant on test scores of 3 on 2 than of self-

contained clastrooms because of the "treatment effect." The means, however, are 'not

larger.
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Also, differences were consistently detected, as êxpected, among the levels of

socio-economic status. In,that regard, the standardized tests did detect differences

when differences were known to extst.

The cumulative ewidence suggesis strongly that there ere no differencesin

achievement for the tests to'detect, and that the Advocate Team has presumptuously

attributed the failure of 3 on 2 to yield greater achievement gains on deficiencies

of the tests.

Use of the CriteriontReferenced Tests. Many who criticize standardized, norm

referenced tests do so in conjunction with "pushing" another test fbrm, tht criterion

referenced tests. This is the position of the Advocate Team (except.the team criti-

cizes the use CRT in the 3 on 2 evaluation--criticismt vdt4th 9urfaced after the)

tests failed to detect differences favoring 3 on 2). These arguMents, CRT versus

NRT, are for the most part hollow and "sloganese." Oi importance are (a) that

whatever tests are used be content valid and (b) that the tests be equally approp-

riate for all participants.
20

Both,of these matters receiked careful attention
NK

in the Lon 2 e aluation.

CRTs were used to supplement the standardized tests. These tests (12

subtests) related more specifically to.subobjectives within reading and mathematics'

than the standardized tests which measured Tore general objectives. The CRT's were

selected with the same high degree of care and attention as described above for

the standardized tests.
21

The Advocate Team's claim of "after the fact" administratfon of the tests is

patently false. The criteria ar:e 'among the established, widely announced, and

distributed sets of goals and objectives for all Hawaii students. They have been

judged by Hawaii educational personnel as highly s4nificant in the development

of young people. The'finding of no differences between 3 on 2 and self-contained

students suggests, once again, Cailure of 3 on 2 to enhance the etainment of a

common set of learning objectives.



tile of Affective Subtests. Both.teams. suppor.ted strongly the importance of Or

data'de'scribing the performance 4- pupils in the affective domain if the efficacy of

the 3 on 2 oranizational scheme wel-e to be properly ascertained. After carefully

Issessing the availability of such instruments, the Student Attitude Inventory, with

seven subscales, was'compiled from well-known attityde scales published by the

Instructional Objectives Exchange.
22

There were no differences in the affective

subtest scores. The students, regardless of classroom organization, possgss for

the most part positive attitudes toward themselves, their class, and their school.
23

Summary Comments

.
The Advocate Team argues for retention of the 3 on 2-Program mainly on the

q

basis of presumed logical -advantages, 'logic that has worn thin over,the years,

when one coniiders (a) the'absence 'of pupil outcome achievement data favoring the:

program and (b) the presence of a,$10 million price tag next year which. will

continue eo grow in the years ahead.

No doubt, as a diversionary technique in the absence of supporting data, the

Advocate Team elected to attack self-contained classrooms, the evaluation studY

design, and the entire range of tests used in the evaluation.

The team could'not counter the facts that learning outcohle data failed to sho4
-

any advantages of 3 on 2 over self-contained classro and that teachers and

parents generally described the progress and behavior of their students and

children in the same way--no discernible differences attributable to classroom

organization. The only consistently supportive evidence pr:sesented by the Advocate

Team was jnformation from the principals questionnaire. Principals tend to like

on 2. The observed discrepancies, however,,between the principals' views and

pupil performance data together with the judgments of teachers and parents, who

each day work with fthese students, prompts one to wonden if the myriad of daily

administrative tasks does not overshadow the principals' capacity to keep abreast

of the performance of groups of children in each class.
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The Advocate Team's claim that "threlet-hers and 60 orio children simply

have it better than one teacher and 25 childrenr wa'S put in perspective by oe
.

teacher whd noted, "As a teacher, I prefer a 3 on 2 situation; but for my Own,'

children, I req6ested self-coitained classrooms for them, knowing'the kind of
\

concern aed teaching they wcul be receiving.
h24

The Adversary Team has acknowledged the few valid .pqints registered by\he

Advocate Team, and has pointed out.glaring weaknesses:off the Report, weaknesses.

which are legion. Much'of the Report contained posed photographs which couldV,..

just -as easily have been made in self-contained classrooms, ahd fictional

stories of children. Fiction is fiction wherever it is found, but fiction in

an evaluation report is more than. a /ittle disconcerting.



FOOTNOTES
1$

'NS 1
Aim

1. 3 on 2 Evaluation Rep2t1 191-77) Vol teçhnic1 Remet. :Port- .

Tana, UR: g tiorawest Regional tdueati* aboratory,. Janpary, 1977.
-...

2. W. James Popham Dale Carlson, Thomas R. Oweps,, and. Michael 0,
.Hisgox. -3 0 EvelUation 'e r 1 7 77 Vol.AI Team Inter re-
tati ns a .AII , 414 $ i or an. I' or wes eq one
uca one .. ratory, anuaey 1977.

.A41-ekample-of,the-unusual manner-in-which these data were reported
by the Advocate Team is contained on page 16 of.the team's Report!
-%..for the 37 percent who perceived-adifference in the ffeEtive-
ness. of'reading instruction, rs4 percent favored 3 on 2." On thilA-

item, 31 pertent favored 3 on 2; 6,percent favored self-contained;
and 67 percent saw no differences.. This is an examplCet.the team's '

claim that, "Some of the comparisons are astonishtngly favorable
toward the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program," even with two-thirds of the
respondents who saw no differences in pupil effectiVeness in the

--

two classroom organizations.

4. See Technical Report, Table 1-1.9

5. See Technical Report, Table I*-1.10

6. See Technical.Report, Table-I-1.8

7. See Technical Report, Table H-4.4

8. See Tesaical Report, Appendix,M

9. See Technical Report, Table 1-1.17

10. Ste Technical Report, Chapter IV.

11. The six "advantages" can be found in the following documents:
(1) The 1968,Conference Committee RePort #3, Hawaii State Legis-
lature, pp. 9-10; (2) 3 on 2 Administrative Guide andimPlementation
Handbook, Third Revision, July 1973; and (r) Report of_Meeting on
3 on 2: Review of Conference Committee Report #3, January 29, 1974.

12. See Technical Report, Table H-4.4.s

13. See Technical Report, Table H-4.4.s

14. See Technical Report, Appendix M

15. See Technical Report, Table H-1.2
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16. See Tgqhnicil _Bort, Observation No, 22,.Appendix M

17. See Technical Report, Appendix M

18. See Technic#1 Report, p. 22, for.a description of Test Selection
Procedures,

19 3 on 2 Long-RancleT,rogram Improment Plans, 1174-77. Hawaii. Depart-
ment of pucation, July 104.

20R: Th.is position was reinforced by discusstons-with Professor Lee ."
Cronbach of Stanfor0 University, Opout this controversy,

f. see Techhice Report, pp. 34-36,- fOr a déStriptiOn df-Test Selection
Procedures.

22. See Technical Report, P. 57, for a descrption of -Test SeIectcOn
Proce5-res.

23. See Technical Report, Chapter V.

24. Response on open-ena question of Teachers Questionnaire for Grades K-3.

go.
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